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Troy Denlinger
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Resident of Patten Maine
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I own a historic home on the main street of the town of Patten, and a large piece of land in
Mount Chase. The Wolfden project affects my future. Unlike many of the other commenters,
we actually live in this area. My wife and I moved to Northern Maine in January of 2014, from
the state of Pennsylvania. My ancestors came to Pennsylvania in the year 1714. Why did I
leave my home state? Because of the horrible environmental destruction caused by Fracking.
We temporarily lived in a home in North Western PA, that had a well with toxic water, from
the Hydraulic fracturing which had been done in the area. We researched for a long time
before we moved to Maine. God blessed us with a son, who was born the same year we
moved. We want him to experience the natural beauty and clean water that originally brought
us here. Northern Maine has many famous landmarks, and is loved by many for the beauty of
nature that can be seen here. People move to this area for that wild beauty, NOT to get rich
and make lots of money. If you love money, then by all means move to a city!
And what of the company known as "Wolfden"? I have seen a number of talks on YouTube by
"Ronald Little", the president of Wolfden. In one he admitted that his company has been
bought and sold many times. Do we really want a fly-by-night "junior company" risking the
destruction of the aquifer in our area? The financial statements for Wolfden also show a
-281.07% LOSS in their net income growth in September of 2020! Many might not also be
aware that Wolfden has set its sights on the areas around Mount Chase and Upper and Lower
Shin Pond, for future mining operations. Of course, some will say that Wolfden will create lots
of jobs. I highly doubt that. In Pennsylvania the Hydraulic fracturing companies actually
brought in hundreds of workers from OUTSIDE the state, who of course weren't concerned
for their destruction of the environment.
In conclusion I will say that I am going to fight against this company doing any mining in this
area. I have a large presence on social media, and preach to thousands around the world on a
weekly basis. I will be letting my over 50,000 subscribers know about Wolfden and their plans
to destroy a beautiful natural area. I will finish with a scripture from God's Holy written word:
"For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred
from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows." (1 Timothy 6:10 KJV)
Sincerely,
Bryan Denlinger
Patten, Maine
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To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my opposition to the rezoning of the Picket Mountain land and my
opposition to any mining in Maine. The risks that the proposed mining brings far
outweigh any potential benefits. I have read some people argue that Maine needs the jobs and
that the laws in Maine will ensure that any mining is conducted safely with the oversight of
state agencies. I think that this is overly optimistic, to say the least. One needs only look at the
history of mining in Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maine, and anywhere mining has
taken place to see that no amount of oversight will ensure that any mining company will
conduct itself in a safe and fair manner. People think that if mining is allowed in Maine that it
will bring an increase in jobs and an influx of money to the economy. It may bring some jobs
and added revenue to the economy, but it will also bring other things. The large trucks
required to move the ore will tear up the roads even more than they already are. Many of the
miners will come from out of state and will be hired immediately because they already have
the experience. The crime rate will increase dramatically, specifically in the areas of drugs,
prostitution, and theft. Mining companies only care about making a profit and once they have
done that they do not care what they leave behind. If they are caught violating any
standards/regulations/EPA laws they will do an analysis to determine whether it is more costeffective for their bottom line to pay the fine or to declare bankruptcy, fold up shop, and leave
the taxpayers holding the bag. To my knowledge, no mining operation anywhere in the world
has ever been conducted in an environmentally safe manner. Please do not grant Wolfden's
request for rezoning of the Picket Mountain site and do not allow any mining in Maine.  
  
Respectfully,
Jason Barrett
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Wolfden Project - Please do not let them move forward with a mine!
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Hi Stacie and the state of Maine Would you please do all that you can to stop any forward movement towards a mine?
My family has been fishing in this area of Maine since 1950, and it would be terrible to
destroy the wildlife habitat by creating a temporary mine that would leave such an unerasable
effect and damage to the area.
Please, please, please stop the mine.
Thank you - Davis Barnett
-Davis Barnett
davisbarnett@gmail.com
508-353-0997
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Dear Land Use Planning Commission,
I'm writing to indicate my opposition to the rezoning of land near Pickett Mountain for metal
mining by Wolfden LLC.
While I am not currently a resident of Maine, I have spent many tourism dollars in your
beautiful state and in the future it is my plan to move there, buy property, set up a small
business, and retire in your state.
In these times, the long term benefit to the citizens of Maine of maintaining its clean
drinking water and thus continuing to support the lifestyles of humans, the rest of the
environment, and the natural renewable resources generated from the lands of Maine is much
greater than the benefit of a short term extractive project that will leave a scarred and wasted
landscape for decades if not centuries.
Rezoning for silver mining is a dead end. Choose life.
Thank you,
Liz
--

Liz Barry
Director of Community Development | PublicLab.org
New York City | +1-336-269-1539
@PublicLab

@lizbarry
Subscribe to the monthly newsletter
Follow topics on the website
Attend events near you
Become a Public Lab Sustaining Member today!
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The Pickett Mountain Project
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Hello,
I am writing you today to voice my opposition to Wolfden Resources Corporation’s rezone
request in the Pickett Mountain area.
A brief research into Wolfden Resources Corporation reveals a group sorely ill-equipped
and deftly inadequate for such a delicate and complex undertaking as their proposed Pickett
Mountain Project. A project which strictly involve mineral mining. Sadly, many documented
cases in North America of mineral mining gone bad are easily found. The result are disastrous
and the tragedy long-suffering. I could find no example of Wolfden Resources Corporation
mining operation ability whatsoever. Furthermore, a quick look into Wolfden Resources
Corporation’s finances reveal a total lack of resources to handle the risks and dangers of
mining. All the information I found concerning Wolfden Resources Corporation’s capacity
portrays a fly-by-night operation that would inevitably leave the State of Maine to recuperate
the potentially huge disaster.
I am of the opinion that Wolfden Resources Corporation is not forth coming in their abilities
and the scope of the design of the Pickett Mountain Project. Wolfden Resources Corporation
fails to acknowledge the great significance of the surrounding tracts of conservation lands.
Thus, failing to provide any demonstration, let alone sufficient plan, to protect the invaluable
natural environment and watersheds.
I think their request to rezone should be denied immediately- it ought to be denied regarding
any environment. But, especially this special area which impacts Baxter State Park, the
Penobscot Tribe Trust Lands, Mattawamkeag River (Class A water quality), Brook Heritage
Waters, and list goes on. This is a potential disaster that must be avoided, please take the
actions necessary.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Signed,

Douglas Bennett
97 Main Street
Cherryfield, ME. 04622
207-546-8105
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Edward Ferreira
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Edward Ferreira
1 New Sharon Rd
New Sharon, ME 04955
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
This is pure foolishness. Why would anyone consider this proposal to destroy more of Maine
unless they stand to make money from it?
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company has huge debt. Who
would believe that a proposal from this wretched kind of company could lead to “wellplanned” development?
I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s obviously stupid rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Fuller Crowley
Sincerely,
Fuller Crowley
9 Ridgefield Dr.
Gorham, ME 04038
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Tommy Harris
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:01:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tommy Harris
380 Tripp Rd
Ripley, ME 04930
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Laura Harris
380 Tripp Rd
Ripley, ME 04930
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Joyce Grajczyk
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:51:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joyce Grajczyk
12026 SE 216th St
Kent, WA 98031
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:33:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alan Liska
PO Box 10867
Portland, ME 04104
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Denise Soucy
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:31:17 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Denise M. Soucy, MD
Sincerely,
Denise Soucy
42 Hilltop Road
Nobleboro, ME 04555
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Julia St.Clair-Voiers
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Julia St.Clair-Voiers
16 Somerset St
South Portland, ME 04106
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David Smith
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Smith
5 Seaview Terrace
Belfast, ME 04915
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John Cary
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:07:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Cary
1568 Clarry Hill Road
Union, ME 04862
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:02:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. It should not be sited in this area.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Annie Wadleigh
74 Grant St
Portland, ME 04101
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Hudak
P.O. Box 382
Hallowell, ME 04347
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Bixler
PO Box 382
Hallowell, ME 04347
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:51:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helen Balgooyen
256 Oak Hill Rd
Norridgewock, ME 04957
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Jaremy Lynch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:48:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jaremy Lynch
18 Hidden Dr
Brownfield, ME 04010
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey MacDonald
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:45:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jeffrey MacDonald
55 Page St
Brownville, ME 04414
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Whitney Houghton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:40:06 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Whitney Houghton
299 Princes Point Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Didi Manns
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:28:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not compatible to what is already offered to visitors and residents alike.
This area is unique to the state and sustains it with the many outdoor activities enjoyed by so
many. This area counts on those of us who hike, fish or hunt in the area and helps to sustain
those who live and work in this beautiful area of Maine,
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Edith (Didi) Manns
A dedicated hiker and visiter for many years to the Katahdin and Baxter State Park area.
Sincerely,
Didi Manns
170 Beaucaire Ave
Camden, ME 04843
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Michael Remsen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:25:46 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Remsen
103 Cobb Road
Camden, ME 04843
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Staples
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:24:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kelly Staples
96 Doughty Road
Bowdoin, ME 04287
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To:
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Petra Remsen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:22:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Petra Remsen
103 Cobb Road
Camden, ME 04843
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Reid Appleby III
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:20:56 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Hello LUPC,
I am writing to request that Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for Pickett Mountain be rejected. A
mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State
Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would
threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as fishing, hunting, and
hiking. These are activities that my family and I have enjoyed in the region for several
generations and many years. It's what makes our state special, especially in these difficult
times. Please do not let this be spoiled.
Sincerely,
Reid Appleby
Sincerely,
Reid Appleby III
47 Deer Run Dr
Wells, ME 04090
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Duplessie
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:17:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bob Duplessie
213 Rumford Center Rd.
Andover, ME 04216
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To:
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Date:

Janice Carr
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:16:59 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janice Carr
24285 Summerhill Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024
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Date:

Gregg Raymond
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:14:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gregg Raymond
82 Willow St
South Portland, ME 04106
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To:
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Date:

Eileen Mielenhausen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:05:15 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Eileen Mielenhausen
PO Box 1604
Blue Hill, ME 04614
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Date:

Michael Spicer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:57:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Spicer
4986 Water St.
Ft Bliss, AA 79906
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To:
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Date:

Paul McGurren
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:53:17 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paul McGurren
379 Camden Rd
Lincolnville, ME 04849
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Elaine Tucker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:51:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elaine Tucker
265 High St
Belfast, ME 04915
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Thomas Adelman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:45:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Thomas Adelman
195 Leighton Point Rd.
Pembroke, ME 04666
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Jonathan Chappell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:44:59 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jonathan Chappell
60 Punkin Valley Dr
Bridgton, ME 04009
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William Mccullough
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:42:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, William McCullough
Brunswick, Maine
Sincerely,
William Mccullough
622 Old Portland Road
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Gordon Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:41:34 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gordon Smith
21 Bodwell St
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Moser
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:40:48 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gregory Moser
80 Vesper St Apt 3
Portland, ME 04101
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Henry Washburn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:39:52 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Henry Washburn
38 Intervale Rd
New Sharon, ME 04955
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Date:

Elizabeth Hill
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:36:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Hill
43 Condon Point Rd
Brooksville, ME 04617
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Hillman Bourne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:36:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I cannot urge you strongly enough to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett
Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly incompatible in that area where the
mission is to preserve the beauty and tranquility of nature. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, like hiking, guiding,
and photographing wildlife because it could put the water, air, and soil quality in the
surrounding region at significant risk. Consider the negative impact to wildlife who call this
place home and the fact that this area is critical habitat for Brook Trout and Atlantic Salmon.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where seemingly small
errors can easily lead to huge disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned” or
a safely implemented development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Hillman Bourne
15 Mount Merici Ave
Waterville, ME 04901
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Huntington
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:35:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Huntington
651 River Rd
Newcastle, ME 04553
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To:
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Date:

Marla Bottesch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:25:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marla Bottesch
41 River Rd
Norridgewock, ME 04957
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To:
Subject:
Date:

BRUCE FIELD
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:25:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
BRUCE FIELD
34 RIVER ROAD
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME 04046
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To:
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Date:

Gail Presley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:24:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gail Presley
65 W Meadow Rd
Rockland, ME 04841
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Ramsey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:24:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Maureen Ramsey
765 County Rd
Lubec, ME 04652
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Beedy Parker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:23:17 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Beedy Parker
68 Washington St
Camden, ME 04843
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Preis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:20:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I am a small business owner in Maine and a snowmobiler. I am familiar with the area around
Baxter State Park and the Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument. Maine's greatest
asset, for business and for recreation, is an unspoiled natural environment.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean Preis
170 Highland Rd
Bridgton, ME 04009
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To:
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Date:

marcia sewall
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:16:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
marcia sewall
12 Matthew Dr
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

natasha mayers
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:11:53 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
natasha mayers
538 Townhouse Rd
Whitefield, ME 04353
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To:
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Date:

Pamela Fischer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:10:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pamela Fischer
557A DURHAM RD
NEW GLOUCESTER, ME 04260
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ariel Bernstein
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:06:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ariel Bernstein
69 Shadagee Road
Saco, ME 04072
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Date:

Ellen Brouillet
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:03:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Brouillet
34 Little river rd
Berwick, ME 03901
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Forman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paul Forman
21 Cross Rd
Albion, ME 04910
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To:
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Date:

Donna Madison
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:02:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Is there nothing sacred in the State of Maine. The CMP destroying the state illegally and now
this. Other states have conserved their land but not in Maine - we let foregin entities come into
this state to rape it. I am so sick of the politicans that come and foreign companies that come
to or State - THIS IS SACRED LAND AND SHOULD BE SAVE.
Sincerely, Donna Madison
Sincerely,
Donna Madison
3 Jordan St
Portland, ME 04103
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:56:54 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ronald Perrone
65 Lower Lakedale Road
Porter, ME 04068
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Letitia Manning
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:55:34 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Letitia Manning
698 E Waldo Rd
Belfast, ME 04915
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Jeanine M Bourke
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:54:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
This area is too precious to be wasted by a company that does not appear to be financially,
technically or ethically capable. I have experienced lovely hiking and canoeing nearby, it is no
place for mining.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Jeanine Bourke
Sincerely,
Jeanine M Bourke
61 Lowell Street
South Portland, ME 04106
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John Neal
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:53:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Neal
72 Sedgley Rd
Greene, ME 04236
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Shirley Davis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:48:21 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Shirley Davis
64 Gardner Road
Orono, ME 04473
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Harold Elliott
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:36:14 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Harold Elliott
131 Northern Ave.
Augusta, ME 04330
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Kathleen Kaiser
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:33:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Kaiser
225 Reach Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Richard Esten
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:31:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Richard Esten
50 Eighty Ln
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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To:
Subject:
Date:

david dietrich
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:28:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
david dietrich
203 Turkey Farm Rd.
Blue Hill, ME 04614
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Date:

Peggy Drake
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:24:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close
to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish
Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of
the activities that sustain the regional economy.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons I ask that the Commission deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Peggy Drake
PO Box 94
Steuben, ME 04680
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Subject:
Date:

Deb Denbow
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:17:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deb Denbow
69 Florida Ave
Portland, ME 04103
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L Mel
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:13:50 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
L Mel
55 Brattle
S. Berwick, ME 03908
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Date:

Nancy Ridley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:12:21 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Ridley
8 Miller Rd
Lisbon, ME 04250
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Date:

Joe Blotnick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:08:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking. I urge you to reject Wolfden’s
rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park,
Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not
a compatible use.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joe Blotnick
PO Box 273
Bernard, ME 04612
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Emery Goff
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:07:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Emery Goff
75 State St Unit 159
Portland, ME 04101
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Helen Boucher
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:01:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helen Boucher
6 Peary Dr
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Judith O"Callaghan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:58:50 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith O'Callaghan
54 Dow Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Patrick Flynn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:58:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Patrick Flynn
Sincerely,
Patrick Flynn
11 Pineland Cir
Skowhegan, ME 04976
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Betsi Jane Taylor
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:57:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Betsi Jane Taylor
467 Auburn St
Portland, ME 04103
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Androvette
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:57:02 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
This mine will poison the water, the area. There will be no repairing this. The mine proposal is
simply wrong for Maine. We must protect Baxter State Park.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Denise Androvette
128 Hamden Dr
Syracuse, NY 13208
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Deborah Cavanaugh
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:56:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deborah Cavanaugh
16 Littlejohn Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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MEDEA STEINMAN
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:49:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
MEDEA STEINMAN
208 Hog Bay Rd
Franklin, ME 04634
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Judith O"Callaghan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:47:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith O'Callaghan
54 Dow Road
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Bruce Grant
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:45:54 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bruce Grant
182 Beech Hill Rd
Northport, ME 04849
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M. Elaine Kurtz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:31:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
M. Elaine Kurtz
4 Ames Dr
Topsham, ME 04086
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Jean Thompson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:25:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean Thompson
14 Oakwood Ln
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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Subject:
Date:

Chris Burns
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:23:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Chris Burns
441 Hallowell Rd
Chelsea, ME 04330
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Charlotte Fullam
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:20:17 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Charlotte Fullam
45 Eastern Promenade
Portland, ME 04101
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Date:

Sarah Land
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:20:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sarah Land
36 Sheldon St
Farmingdale, ME 04344
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Jane Hersey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:19:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jane Hersey
109 Bucknam Rd
Falmouth, ME 04105
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Date:

Arthur Benson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:17:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Arthur Benson
37 Cottage Street
Hampden, ME 04444
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Sienna-Morgan Glavin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:14:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sienna-Morgan Glavin
724 Pond Rd
Sidney, ME 04330
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Date:

David Greenfield
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:12:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Greenfield
44 Youngs Mountain Rd Unit 1
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
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Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Ginger
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:10:15 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I am so opposed to this for multiple reasons..
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bonnie Ginger
87 Bryers Cir
Boothbay, ME 04537
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Maureen Dowd
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:08:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Maureen Dowd
727 Herrick Rd
Sargentville, ME 04673
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Jason Langley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:05:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jason Langley
16 Noyes Dr
Orono, ME 04473
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Bob O’Reilly
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:03:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bob O’Reilly
3 Pullo rd
Wilton, ME 04294
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Barbara O’Reilly
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:02:56 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Barbara O’Reilly
3 Pullo rd
Wilton, ME 04294
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Kristina Catomeris
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kristina Catomeris
667 Congress St
Portland, ME 04101
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Diane Clay
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:53:28 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. I visit Baxter
Park and Katahdin Woods and Waters every year as do many of my friends. Please don't ruin
that area.
Sincerely, Diane Clay
Sincerely,
Diane Clay
6 Easy St
Litchfield, ME 04350
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Dotty Caldwell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:52:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dotty Caldwell
679 N Penobscot Rd
Penobscot, ME 04476
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Jeff Reynolds
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:50:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jeff Reynolds
382 Buck St
Bangor, ME 04401
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Jayne Costa
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:48:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jayne Costa
664 E Jay Rd
Jay, ME 04239
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Deborah Brown
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:46:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Why is this even being considered with all the regulations in place? It is time for the
regulatory agencies to do their jobs or resign/dismantle/or be fired. We have regulatory
agencies in place that are paid to protect the environment. Why are they not doing their jobs?
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deborah Brown
21 Sand Bldg Rd
Alna, ME 04535
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Date:

John Power
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:40:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Power
PO Box 225
Hope, ME 04847
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Robert Runes
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
At the very least. they should be made to withdraw the application and correct it, or suffer the
consequences if the wrong data causes the application to be denied.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
At the very least. they should be made to withdraw the application and correct it, or suffer the
consequences if the wrong data causes the application to be denied.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Bob Runes
Sincerely,
Robert Runes
102 Wild Woods Dr
Sumner, ME 04292
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Date:

Emily Hennessy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:36:10 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Emily Hennessy
32 Ridgewood Dr
Kittery, ME 03904
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Date:

Stephen Perrine
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:36:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Stephen Perrine
uspo box 22 24 Ledge Wood Drive
Woolwich, ME 04579
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Terrencr Hanlon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:30:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Terrencr Hanlon
314 Littlefield Road
Chapman, ME 04757
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Nancy Earle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:28:54 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Earle
121 Fern St
Bangor, ME 04401
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Roger Rittmaster
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:26:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Roger Rittmaster
42 William Glen Dr
Camden, ME 04843
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Joan Cheetham
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:21:52 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joan Cheetham
450 DAHLIA FARM ROAD
MONROE, ME 04951
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To:
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Sonia Barrantes
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sonia
Sincerely,
Sonia Barrantes
760 Ocean Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
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June Romeo
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
June Romeo
69 Washington St
Lubec, ME 04652
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Alice White
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alice White
100 Village Green Dr Apt F4
Kittery, ME 03904
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John McKee
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:12:10 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
This letter comes to you from a former commissioner on Maine's Land Use Regulation
Commission, your predecessor charged with protecting Maine's North Woods heritage.
I urge you in the strongest terms to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett
Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the
Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such
as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking, and the tourism industry generally.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a major problem, given an industry like mining where small errors
can lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Beyond that, Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively
in debt. The Commission should never consider a proposal from this sort of company to be
“well-planned” development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John McKee
600 Highland Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
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Date:

David A. Woolsey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:10:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David A. Woolsey
36 Brimmer Point Way
Ellsworth, ME 04605
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RAYMOND NEVEU
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:01:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
RAYMOND NEVEU
po box 1099
portland, ME 04104
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To:
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Date:

Rob Seltzer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:01:10 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rob Seltzer
18408 Clifftop Way
Malibu, CA 90265
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Vinnedge Lawrence
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:57:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close
to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish
Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of
the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Vinnedge Lawrence
299 Saddleback Rd
West Baldwin, ME 04091
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To:
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Date:

Helena Benton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:57:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helena Benton
203 East Pond Road
Jefferson, ME 04348
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Pamela Graves
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:55:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pamela Graves
64Hurricane Rd
Gorham, ME 04038
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Henrietta List
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:54:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Henrietta List
PO Box 126
Hanover, ME 04237
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Date:

Julie Cleveland
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:53:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Julie Cleveland
262 Weir Cove Road
Harborside, ME 04642
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Clements
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:53:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Clements
Sincerely,
Rebecca Clements
53 Weeman Road
West Baldwin, ME 04091
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Susan Snider
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Snider
262 Back Rd
Brooklin, ME 04616
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Richard Nelson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:48:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Richard Nelson
P.O. Box 62
Friendship, ME 04547
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Date:

Susan White
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:46:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan White
148 Brakwater Dr
S Portland, ME 04106
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Jacqui Deveneau
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:43:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jacqui Deveneau
206 State St
Portland, ME 04101
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Angelone
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:43:04 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Angelone
29 Goodwin Road
Norway, ME 04268
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. hiking.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater.
However, Wolfden still hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this.
If the company can’t even provide an example of such a mine, the Commission should not
believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
If you have children or if your children have children, letting this mine be built is only one
more nail in the coffin for any hope they might have at a viable future on this planet.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Isabella Ciolfi
164 Whiskeag road
Bath, ME 04530
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:37:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I live on the Blue Hill peninsula where there are two abandoned mines that are costing
millions of dollars to "fix". There were supposedly reputable companies as well.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Knight
59 Drury Ln
Brooksville, ME 04617
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Austin Gallant
37 Chickawaukie Pond Rd
Rockport, ME 04856
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I am a Bates College grad and often come back to Maine, especially to visit Baxter State Park.
It's a priceless treasure of the state.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Lionel Whiston
Sincerely,
Lionel Whiston
425 Afton Pond Ct, Apt 115
Charlottesville, VA 22902
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Iris Parket
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Iris Parket
253 Forest street
Westbook, ME 04092
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Baxter State Park and the Mount Katahdin Woods and Waters is so very vulnerable to new
development this project should be rejected.
Sincerely, RONALD MACINNIS
Sincerely,
RONALD MACINNIS
20 DIXON DRIVE
MASHPEE, MA 02649
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joanne Emery
837 Medway Road
Medway, ME 04460
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
D. Gordon Mott
42 Damon Pasture Lane
Lakeville, ME 04487
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Roberta Atkinson
35 Schooner St. #101
Damariscotta, ME 04543
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Maine's mountains, woods, and waters need your protection from intruders such as Wolfden
Resources.
These lands were sacred to Maine's first people, the Wabanaki tribes, and remain sacred to
their descendents today. These lands remain important to the many Mainers who make their
livings by protecting these resources, or educating others about the history here, or working to
sustain the forests and waters.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jane Whitney
PO Box 294
Brooklin, ME 04616
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Turner
242 Walton Street
Portland, ME 04103
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deborah Patten
9 Mariners Way
Bath, ME 04530
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Cindy Wright
1370 N. Union Road
Union, ME 04862
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
As an environmental toxicologist who has supported US EPA Superfund site risk assessments
for more than 20 years, I know that former mine sites are often those with severe and
widespread ecological damage. Such damage near Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods &
Waters National Monument would be heartbreaking and limit the use of State Heritage brook
trout waters and critical habitat for Atlantic salmon. These are prized recreational areas for
Maine residents and tourists. Why would the Commission jeopardize them for a company with
a poor track record?
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters. Attention to detail is critical for this industry where human health and
ecological impacts are common concerns.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims. In my
professional experience, am not aware of any mine in the US that does this.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
This is a disaster waiting to happen. It should not happen in Maine and certainly not near
Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mark Follansbee

33 Arbor View Lane
Scarborough, ME 04074
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean Wakem
3 Highfield Ln
Belfast, ME 04915
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janine Moore
32 Gilman St
Waterville, ME 04901
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marian Crossman
6 Tussey Circle
Pittsburgh, PA 15237
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To:
Subject:
Date:

William Gallagher
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:11:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
William Gallagher
41 Knox St.
Millinocket, ME 04462

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Collins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:10:53 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Collins
1 Caly Hollow Rd
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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To:
Subject:
Date:

John Grillo
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:06:21 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
[Conceptually, this is reminiscent of Leo Marx's "The Machine in the Garden." In other words
the "mine" is out of place from its immediate characteristic surroundings, and therefore, this
"mine" (in my view), doesn't belong in this floral, sylvan, and aquatic ambience.]
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
John P. Grillo
Sincerely,
John Grillo
95 Main St. Apt. 7
Orono, ME 04473
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To:
Subject:
Date:

william wood
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:04:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
william wood
664 hollywood blvd
alna, ME 04535
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Doris Luther
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:02:46 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Doris Luther
PO Box 297
Hollis Center, ME 04042
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To:
Subject:
Date:

George Samiljan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:02:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to do the right thing and reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett
Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the
Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such
as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
George Samiljan
491 Runaround Pond Rd
Durham, ME 04222
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Wheelock
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:01:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Wheelock
18 Cranston St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Bliss
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:00:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Not only is the idea bad from an environmental standpoint, it doesn’t sound like the company
is very efficient or responsible, please reject their proposal. Nancy Bliss
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Bliss
31 Cluf Bay Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Nina Gimond
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:00:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nina Gimond
57 Francis Street
Waterville, ME 04901
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Berry Manter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:57:14 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
This seems to be a "no brainer" as failing compatibility with Maine's land use.
Sincerely,
Berry Manter
Portland, ME
Sincerely,
Berry Manter
46 Eastern Promenade
Portland, ME 04101
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To:
Subject:
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clayton Duplessis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:51:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
clayton Duplessis
P.O. BOX 1686
bucksport, ME 04416
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Lowe
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:51:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janice Lowe
51 Glen Mary Rd
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marty Fox
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:49:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marty Fox
36 Hidden Pasture Lane
Wiscasset, ME 04578
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Susan Anghinetti
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:47:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Mary Susan Anghinetti
Sincerely,
Mary Susan Anghinetti
20 Thomas Bay Lane
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Lucas Bernacki
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:47:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lucas Bernacki
40 Mt Hunger Shore Rd
Windham, ME 04062
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Benedict
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:45:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Denise Benedict
8 Pilgrim Ln
Saco, ME 04072
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Brewer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:44:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Our pristine public lands are critical to our healthy future.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judy Brewer
388 Wilbraham Rd
Hampden, MA 01036
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Langewisch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:43:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Cindy Langewisch
49 Androscoggin Blfs
Livermore Falls, ME 04254

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lenore Reeves
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:43:09 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lenore Reeves
19934 Hickory Stick Ln
Mokena, IL 60448

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Read
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:43:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Read
150 Brighton Ave
Portland, ME 04102
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Buss
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:37:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Barbara Buss
5 Quarry Hill Road
Camden, ME 04843
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Cheney
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:30:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Matt Cheney
33 Bartol Island Rd
Freeport, ME 04032

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurence Faiman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:30:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Laurence A. Faiman and Bonnie M. Faiman
Auburn, ME 04210
Sincerely,
Laurence Faiman
Shore Path Road
Auburn, ME 04210

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gloria Picchetti
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:29:50 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gloria Picchetti
3920 N Clark St
Chicago, IL 60613

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

E William Emrich
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:22:34 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
E William Emrich
PO Box 2542
Oldsmar, FL 34677

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Sholtz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:21:53 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Laura Sholtz
384 Fogler Rd
Exeter, ME 04435

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ernest King, Jr
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:20:46 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Ernest King, Jr.
Sincerely,
Ernest King, Jr
63 Irving St
Portland, ME 04103
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Bo Robert Atkinson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:19:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bo Robert Atkinson
369 North Ridge Road
Freedom, ME 04941
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Chick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:18:50 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Patricia Chick
502 Knowlton Corner Rd
Farmington, ME 04938
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Zimmerman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:18:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Incidentally, I know this area intimately. I am a Registered Maine Guide, and have guided and
recreated in this area for decades. Building a mine in this area, particularly by this company(
see all the reasons above) is little short of crazy. Please deny their petition.
Sincerely,
Roger Zimmerman, Ph.D.
Sincerely,
Roger Zimmerman
2206 Intervale Rd Bethel, Maine
Bethel, ME 04217
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David Zachow
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:16:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Zachow
682 Weir Cove Rd
HArborside, ME 04642
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To:
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Date:

Bruce Found
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:13:46 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bruce Found
24 Signature Dr
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
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Date:

James Longstaff
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:13:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
James E. Longstaff

Sincerely,
James Longstaff
651 River Rd
Eliot, ME 03903
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Carter Johnston
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:12:10 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Carter Johnston
Sincerely,
Carter Johnston
938 Lincoln Blvd., Unit 2
Santa Monica, CA 90403
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To:
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Derek Lovitch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:11:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Derek Lovitch
29 Woodland Rd
Pownal, ME 04069
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Irving
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:10:06 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Scott Irving
27 Crescent View Ave
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Gallway
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:10:01 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Dr. R Gallway
Sincerely,
Robert Gallway
262 Weir Cove Rd
Harborside, ME 04642
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Breckinridge
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:08:33 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lynn Breckinridge
318 FORESIDE RD
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Jokinen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:06:57 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Peter Jokinen
31 S River Rd
Greene, ME 04236

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anneliese Schultz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:03:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anneliese Schultz
76 Lawrence Road
Gray, ME 04039

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Beth Brown
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:03:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please leave this land as it is. There is no metal need that outweighs the damage this could do
to the beautiful Maine Woods. Thank you!
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Beth Brown
9 Dragonfly Lane
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Benson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:02:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith Benson
P.O. Box 732
Northeast Harbor, ME 04662

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur and Charlotte Mary
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:02:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Arthur and Charlotte Mary
5 Ruby Ln.
topsham, ME 04086
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Lew Kingsbury
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:00:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Wolfden has failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. They have not met the minimum requirements for their rezoning application and have
consistently violated the state's mining regulations in their approach to mining Pickett
Mountain.
Wolfden's revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission can not find
acceptable.
Wolfden falsely claims that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore processing
operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. Wolfden hasn’t provided an example
of a mine that can do this. The Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Lew Kingsbury
Sincerely,
Lew Kingsbury
PO Box 156
Nobleboro, ME 04555
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To:
Subject:
Date:

James Weston
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:59:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
James Weston
998 North River Road
Greene, ME 04236

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Stetson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:58:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith Stetson
261 Quissett Ave
Woods Hole, MA 02543
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Orr
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:58:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. This area is one of Maine's treasures both for humans and non-humans. We cannot risk
losing it.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Orr
21 Leland St
Lewiston, ME 04240
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Reighley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:57:53 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Jay Reighley
Sincerely,
Jay Reighley
4 Concord Cir
Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Cyr
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:57:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
The thought of putting the precious resources of the Baxter State Park region at risk is not a
risk we should be taking.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Freeman Cyr
Dover-Foxcroft
Sincerely,
Cynthia Cyr
618 Essex Street
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas S. Carhart
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:55:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Thomas S. Carhart
17 Everett St
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Thorne-Lyman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:53:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Caroline Thorne-Lyman
32 Beech Hill Rd
Freeport, ME 04032
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Moosbruker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:53:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jane Moosbruker
40 Brewster Lane
Acton, MA 01720
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Cote
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:52:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Cote
98 Pleasant View Ridge Rd
South China, ME 04358
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith Nelson
104 Upper a St
Peaks Island, ME 04108
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Dianne Wilkins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:49:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please, just outright reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property that
threatens so many activities that sustain Maine's economy, such as a clean, healthy natural
environment that created its largest industry (tourism) & for our residence and other endeavors
like guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin
Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not even a
reasonablly compatible use.
Other very serious failures by Wolfen proposal include its:
1. failure to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine safely.
2. failure to even demonstrate that it can prepare an accurate filing in a timely way, noting that
its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook” since
anyone using a reasonable person standard can deduce inconsistencies of this type in mining
can lead to big disasters.
3. continued false claim that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore processing
operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater even though it still has not provided
an example of a mine that has done this.
4. lack of experience and successes in developing a mine
5. massive debt that could leave the taxpayers exposed to huge financial risk
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dianne Wilkins
9 Lakeside Drive
493, ME 04105
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Hopkins
General Delivery
Farmington Falls, ME 04940
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Todd Phillips
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:41:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Todd Phillips
21 West Neck Road
Nobleboro, ME 04555
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Sue Stableford
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:41:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sue Stableford
12 Larkspur Ln
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Todd Phillips
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:40:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Todd Phillips
85 Somerset St
Millinocket, ME 04462
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David Middleton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:39:57 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Middleton
35 Hannum St
Skaneateles, NY 13152
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Anna Dembska
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:39:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
We don't want mining in Maine—it's a dirty business and threatens our unique natural beauty
of Maine as well as our valuable tourist industy—I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning
proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin
Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a
compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that
sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anna Dembska
41 Megunticook Street
Camden, ME 04843
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Sharon Balzer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I have camped and hiked both Katahdin Woods and Waters as well as Baxter State Park. It is
so beautiful. In my younger years I lived for a while in Arizona where mines abound. The
Pickett Mountain property is no place for a mine. Please do not allow it. I urge you to reject
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter
State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is
clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the
activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sharon Balzer
15 Beach Bluff Terrace
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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N David Semon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Hi Stacie,
I was astonished to see your name associated with this project. It's pretty rare to see someone I
know when writing to advocate for environmental causes. I hope this email finds you healthy
and happy. Kathy and I are doing well here in Freeport, as are our 2 horses, our doggie and
kitty. I retired at the end of last year and Kathy retired from the Nature Conservancy in May.
So far, our retirement has been consumed with the process of reviewing insurance claim
documents and rebuilding of Kathy's mom's house which burned at the end of last December.
We really haven't had a chance to enjoy retirement just yet, but hopefully, soon. If you want to
reach Kathy directly, her new email is
Take care,
Dave Semon
...and now for the advocacy, with a little help from NRCM.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
N David Semon

87 Baker Rd, Freeport, ME 04032
Freeport, ME 04032
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
linda ford
308 Danforth St
Portland, ME 04102
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Doreen Thompson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:34:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Doreen Thompson
10 Town Farm Road
Gray, ME 04039
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David Manyan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:33:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Manyan
119 Whitten Hill Road
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
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Ignacio Pessoa
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:33:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
The Katahdin region and it's residents have only recently begun to see the economic benefits
of the KWWNM, which are lasting and sustainable. It would be fundamentally unfair to
saddle the region with an incompatible, destructive, extractive use which will scar the
landscape, poison the waters and prejudice the long-term welfare of the region.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should dismiss Wolfden’s claims as fantastical.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. With
these fatal strikes against the applicant, the Commission should not consider a proposal from
this sort of company to be remotely close to a “well-planned” development which meets the
legal requirements for approval.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition with prejudice.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ignacio Pessoa
164 Pretty Marsh Rd
Mount Desert, ME 04660
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Duane Scott
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Stacie,
Hello, it’s Duane Scott, retired from MaineDOT. I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning
proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin
Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a
compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that
sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Duane Scott
67 Rodrigue Heights
Augusta, ME 04330
dscott760@me.com
Sincerely,
Duane Scott
67 Rodrigue Hts
Augusta, ME 04330
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Joyce Polyniak
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:28:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please respect the land and its people. Let Wolfden wait 100 and apply again, we will be
hopefully wiser by then. How much can we destroy in one lifetime?What's the rush to
destroy? This land is a gift given once to all, don't destroy it or endanger it.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joyce Polyniak
12 Baxter Ln
Topsham, ME 04086
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Liv Detrick
661 Woodmans Mill Rd
Searsmont, ME 04973

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Farwell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:27:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Edward Farwell
RR 13 Box 1740
Holden, ME 04429

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abbi Devins-Suresh
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:24:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Abbi
Sincerely,
Abbi Devins-Suresh
2 Nuthatch Lane
Gray, ME 04039
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To:
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Codi Riley-Havu
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:23:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Codi Riley-Havu
8 Brentwood Rd
Augusta, ME 04330

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Munderback
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:22:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lisa Munderback
23 Coach Rd
South Portland, ME 04106

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Eshoo
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:20:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Amy Eshoo
North Yarmouth
Sincerely,
Amy Eshoo
634 Sligo Road
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Walsh
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:18:28 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kate Walsh
41 Wessnette Dr
Hampden, ME 04444

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Schneider
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:18:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paul Schneider
192 NORFOLK ST
BANGOR, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Kane
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:17:18 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Nancy Kane
p.s. For all the reasons stated above, this project has no redeeming features other than filling
the pockets of the owners. This is one of the most un-Maine projects I have ever heard of.
PLEASE do the right thing and reject this rezoning petition!
Sincerely,
Nancy Kane
10 Morse Ave
Stockton Springs, ME 04981
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Titon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:16:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. Their
application was late and full of financial errors, indicating their incompetence to carry out this
project properly and safely. In addition, a mine in this area is inappropriate given the public
lands nearby, and the thriving outdoors activity and the local economy that is connected to it.
Sincerely,
Jeff Titon
Sincerely,
Jeff Titon
49 Honey Rd
Little Deer Isle, ME 04650

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Conrad
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:16:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Conrad
64 Cumberland Rd
N Yarmouth, ME 04097
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard McGonagle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:14:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Yet another attempt by some outside special interest to rape and pillage our state. Just say NO!
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Richard McGonagle
PO Box 336
Hollis Center, ME 04042
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Cruz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:14:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Eileen Cruz
P.O. Box 2002
Waterville, ME 04903
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Tietenberg
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:13:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tom Tietenberg
11 Dylan Cir
Waterville, ME 04901
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Monroe
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:12:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
If you are being told falsehoods at this point by an inexperienced developer then that's warning
enough that a project that shouldn't happen should definitely not proceed any further with
Wolfden.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Linda Monroe
Sincerely,
Linda Monroe
221 Range Road
BLUE HILL, ME 04614
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To:
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Date:

Georganne Bendall
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:11:49 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Georganne Bendall
11 Granite Dr
Camden, ME 04843
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Heinz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:11:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please summarily dismiss Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Maine went through this before all too recently with J.R. Irving's Bald Mountain mining
proposal. Mainers made it clear that mining projects do not belong in Maine's north woods.
The potential for lasting environmental damage is too great, any benefits would touch too few
Mainers for too brief a time.
Please deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Steve Heinz
3 Spruce Ln
Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Dick Jarrett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:10:21 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dick Jarrett
280 Tucker Road
Limington, ME 04049
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Nancy Craker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:09:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Craker
3600 Murphy Drive
Bedford, TX 76021

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Durrant
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:06:50 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Durrant
159 E Bare Hill Rd
Harvard, MA 01451

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Burnett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:06:11 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Karen Burnett
Sincerely,
Karen Burnett
681 Duck Cove Road
Roque Bluffs, ME 04654

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela MacBrayne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:05:52 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pamela MacBrayne
201 Chestnut St
Camden, ME 04843

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Alexander
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:02:31 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Alexander
441 Martin Pt. Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Leavenworth
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:02:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. Moreover, any toxins that go into a stream will at least partially end up in our estuaries
and spreading along our coastal waters.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Dr. William Burgess Leavenworth, Ph.D., retired environmental historian & mariner,
Searsmont, Maine
Sincerely,
William Leavenworth
198 Pond Rd S
Searsmont, ME 04973

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shane Eherts
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:02:11 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Shane Eherts
1 Easy St
Standish, ME 04084

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne McGinn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:00:23 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
This is a region of our state that we are actively trying to achieve its superior outdoor
recreation opportunities. this mine would underscore our state efforts to tout it as a pristine
part of Maine. Rather it would contribute to contaminating surrounding waters and lands and
wildlife. Please do what is right for Maine, and not for a business with a poor track record.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Suzanne McGinn
1180 Shore Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victor Oboyski Jr.
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:00:01 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Victor Oboyski Jr.
23 Cushnoc Lane
Brusnwick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Manley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:59:57 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lynn Manley
POBox 395
North Berwick, ME 03906

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Breeden
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:59:30 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paul Breeden
19 Willow Brook Ln
Sullivan, ME 04664

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Satya Kaur Khalsa
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:58:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Satya Kaur Khalsa
138 Egypt Ln
Franklin, ME 04634

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Walcott
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:58:38 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Charles Walcott
84 Besemer Hill Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Clement
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:58:36 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property should be a non-starter. A mine
so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State
Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. This is a common refrain in mining
proposals, from Pebble in Alaska to Twin Metals in Minnesota - and should not be trusted.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joel Clement
26 Hemlock LN #365
Wayne, ME 04284
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Davis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:56:27 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mark Davis
PO Box 1126
Houlton, ME 04730

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Tooker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:56:08 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Tooker
72 McKinley Ct.
Diamond Cove, ME 04109

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Siens
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:54:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Once again, the EXTRACTIVE mentality. It seems impossible to get people to understand
that this is no longer (actually it never was) the way to go to begin to possibly avoid human
extinction.
And changing the name from LURC fools no one!
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Siens
51 Libby Hill Rd
Unity, ME 04988
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Brian Trask
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:53:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Brian Trask
40 Highland Street
Rockland, ME 04841
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen-Jo Young
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:52:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karen-Jo Young
35 Paul Bunyan Road
Corea, ME 04624
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
H. Paul Santmire
199 Coolidge Ave Apt 903
Watertown, MA 02472
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
GORDON COLLINS
7 Depot St
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Although this does indeed look like a mass generated email I can’t do better in explaining my
opposition to Wolden’s proposed mine near our treasured state wild areas.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ridgely Fuller
47 Village Rd
Belfast, ME 04915
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Henry Mitchell
94 Center's Point Rd
Bowdoinham, ME 04008
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Riefler
38 Verona Park Rd
Verona Island, ME 04416
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Frances Killea
1968 Appleton ridge road
Appleton, ME 04862
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I respectfully and urgently ask you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett
Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the
Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such
as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is no time to overlook anything in this proposal. It's a big problem for
an industry like mining where small errors can lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater, a physical impossibility at
this time. Wolfden still hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company
can’t even provide an example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s
claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I respectfully urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Woodbury
16 Poulin Street
Winslow, ME 04901
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sarah McVeigh
127 Sunken Bridge Road
Winterport, ME 04496
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
nancy massucco
143 Fush Hill Rd
Ripley, ME 01453
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning petition and protect Maine from any potential hazardous
mining issues.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Rod Byam
Sincerely,
Rodney Byam
PO Box 235
York Beach, ME 03910
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jerry Martin
3984 Blackstone Ave,
Gurnee, IL 60031
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Davidson
35 Plumb Point Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
A mining operation's only benefit is short-term economic gain to a small number of
individuals, all of whom likely have other means of income. The loss of the natural setting and
the environment as a whole are forever.
A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and
State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Priestley
71 Main Street
Rockport, ME 04856
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
This company is not qualified to have a mining project. For one thing they are in massive
debt....$35 million dollars. Such being the case, how will they be able to ensure the installation
of the extensive safeguards necessary to operate an acid ore mine in an environment full of
waterways. Maine gets over 40" of rain a year....this is not out in the arid west. When it rains
on acid ore, sulfuric acid forms which then causes heavy metals in the ore (along with arsenic
which is very plentiful in Maine) to leach out into the environment. It is going to take some
real expertise to not have a serious environmental episode at some point and there are some
beautiful pristine areas at risk if something goes wrong. We already have a great example to
go by that us taxpayers are footing the bill for...the Callahan Mine. Mainers don't want their
environment sacrificed for the sake of corporate profits. And with our wet climate, it is
especially risky to allow mining that involves such caustic ore. Corporations make all kinds of
promises so they can get their foot in the door. I urge you to protect Maine and reject
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lindy Moceus
601 Town House Road
Vienna, ME 04360
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Ward
396 Forest Avenue
Bangor, ME 04401
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Robin Elliott
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robin Elliott
51 Davis St
South Portland, ME 04106
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Sabine Tosch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sabine Tosch
464 Cape Cod Hill Rd.
New Sharon, ME 04955
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Alex Gordon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alex Gordon
114 Spring Hill Farm Rd
Edgecomb, ME 04556
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Bonnie Faith-Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:38:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bonnie Faith-Smith
290A Washington Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
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David Plimpton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:38:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Plimpton
Sawyer Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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Kimberly Morrill
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:37:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kimberly Morrill
PO Box 15061
Portland, ME 04112
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Joan Atkinson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:37:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joan Atkinson
224 Brann Rd
Vassalboro, ME 04989
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Ronald Barry
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:36:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ronald Barry
PO Box 471
Lewiston, ME 04243
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Hugh Harwell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:35:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Hugh Harwell
249 Unity Rd
Albion, ME 04910
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Sharon Peralta
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:35:04 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims. One only
needs to look back to this past April when Florida was in fear of spillage from holding ponds
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/florida-state-of-emergency-wastewater-leak-vergecatastrophe/. This water is toxic and no alchemy can remove the toxins.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development. An "in debt" company with a history of failure will only leave Maine tax payers
on the hook when they irrecoverably destroy our landscape and water.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sharon Peralta
82 Stanley Rd
Springvale, ME 04083
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Lenore Sivulich
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lenore Sivulich
47 Gloucester Hill Rd
New Gloucester, ME 04260
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DARRAH WAGNER
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
DARRAH WAGNER
361 NORTH RD
WINTERPOR, ME 04496
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Gordon Lutz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:32:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gordon Lutz
565 South Rd
Holden, ME 04429
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Daniel Bartup
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:31:55 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Daniel Bartup
32 Arcadia St
Portland, ME 04103
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Patricia O"Toole
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Dear Ms. Beyer,
I do hope the Commission will reject the rezoning proposal from Wolfden in connection with
developing its Pickett Mountain property. The Natural Resources Council of Maine's research
has persuaded me that mining in this area would endanger some of our most precious natural
assets: Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters. A mine is a terrible neighbor for all the Mainers and visitors who love to hike,
fish, and hunt there (not to mention the portion of the economy that these people support).
I know about mining. I grew up in Michigan, where much of the Upper Peninsula, which
looks and feels a lot like northern Maine, has been permanently contaminated by mining.
Also, as the NRCM has pointed out, Wolfden is broke, and it has not shown that it has the
technical know-how to protect the natural resources around it from contamination. As you
probably know, Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine.
It is time to tell Larry, Moe, and Curly Wolfden to get lost, and time to focus on protecting our
pristine woods and water, which are irreplaceable natural resources and features that all of us
can enjoy. As long as we protect them.
This is a no-brainer. And we've got your back.
Best,
Patricia O'Toole
Sincerely,
Patricia O'Toole
272 Washington St.
Camden, ME 04843
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I just spent several days in the Katahdin Woods and Waters and it is beautiful and pristine and
recovering from logging. I saw eagles, river otters, many bird species including American
Merganzer’s. We are learning how important these ecosystems are to cleaning the air and
preventing worsening climate change. I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its
Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters
National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in
the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy,
such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Haydée Foreman
PO Box 1654
Blue Hill, ME 04614
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Mary Foley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Foley
1920 hikok drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:28:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Wooden is not a good fit for Northern Maine. Let's preserve this land for future generations.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Edward Griffith
228 Martin Stream Rd
Fairfield, ME 04937
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Penelope Andrews
17 Copper Ridge
Hermon, ME 04401
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jamie Gaudion
125 Foxcroft Center road
D-F, ME 04426

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

walter bailey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:27:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
walter bailey
5 union st
n anson, ME 04958

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Morton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:26:04 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alison Morton
1 Birchwood Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lenore Sivulich
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:26:00 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lenore Sivulich
47 Gloucester Hill Road
New Gloucester, ME 04260

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Noah Grondin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:25:14 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Noah Grondin
65 W Main St
Yarmouth, ME 04096

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Levy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:23:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Levy
1835 Main Rd
Phippsburg, ME 04562

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

prudence barry
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:23:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
prudence barry
21 Chestnut St Unit 601
Portland, ME 04101

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sylvia bailey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:23:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
sylvia bailey
5 Union St
North Anson, ME 04958

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Boyd
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:22:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carol Boyd
16 Woodlawn Ave
Kennebunkport, ME 04046

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Simmons
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:21:49 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for the Pickett Mountain property. A mine there
will threaten the economic activities that sustain the region, including fishing, hunting,
guiding, hiking, etc., especially so close to Baxter State Park and Katahdin Woods & Waters
National Monument.
Wolfden has utterly failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a
mine safely. It cannot even prepare an accurate filing in a timely way as, by its own admission,
its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook.”
There's no way Wolfden will be able to discharge wastewater from its ore processing
operation that would be 'as clean as natural groundwater.' It has yet to provide an example of a
mine that can do this - because it can't.
It has never successfully developed a mine and is massively in debt. The Commission cannot
consider their proposal to be a “well-planned” development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Peter Simmons
39 Columbia Ave
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Van de Poll
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:21:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rick Van de Poll
30 N Sandwich Rd
Center Sandwich, NH 03227

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Dartt
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:21:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Linda Dartt
322 Choate Rd.
Montville, ME 04941

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Williams
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:20:28 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janet Williams
5 Elm St
Searsport, ME 04974

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Godfrey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:19:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Godfrey
PO Box 222
Eastport, ME 04631

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Clark
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:19:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden's rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. This beautiful
wilderness area with its forests and waterways is the epitome of what Maine has preserved and
is part of what makes Maine special, drawing many to visit and purchase property here.
Mining is dirty and is incompatible with clean waters, happy campers, and thriving, healthy
rural communities. It is a wasteful use of the wilderness, degrading the quality of life in
surrounding and downstream areas. It brings in capital to a small group of people but takes
away money from many more by lowering the value of surrounding and downstream
communities. It damages the health of people, destroying clean sources of drinking water. It
diminishes Maine as we know it.
I have a number of part-time neighbors in my rural community who keep a Maine property to
go hunting or just to get away from the crowds and pollution down-country. Their taxes help
us and they don't harm the environment. They are not looking to invest in property anywhere
near mines. We take the salmon for granted as well but without clean waters we will lose the
salmon.
Look at this:
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Rebecca R. Clark
110 South Main Street
Whitneyville, ME 04654

Sincerely,
Rebecca Clark
110 S Main St
Whitneyville, ME 04654
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Gold
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:19:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. I am a
frequent visitor yo that area. It needs to remain as wild as possible fir the birds mammals and
humans that frequent it.
A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and
State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Donna Gold
1135 us route 1
Stockton Springs, ME 04981
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Merchant
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:19:00 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sally Merchant
9 Merchants Landing Road
South Thomaston, ME 04858
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Wilder
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:18:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Wilder
92 North St Apt 4
Portland, ME 04101
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. This
is a massive indication that their competancy in building and maintaining an active mining
operation would be at risk even before it's begun. Maine has been working hard to clean up
failed operations; why give approval to one that is so clearly failing during its proposal stage?
The Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “wellplanned” development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Susan B. Opdycke
Sincerely,
Susan B. Opdycke
12 Park St.
Ellsworth, ME 04605
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:18:17 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Jones
297 Del Chadbourne Rd
Bridgton, ME 04009
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Robert Dinsmore
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:16:59 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Dinsmore
261 Raymond Hill Rd.
Raymond, ME 04071
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:16:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
It would be a travesty if this mine were allowed to be developed. It is pristine and needs to
stay as such. Please do not let Wolfden Resources build a metal mine in this area.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paula Lepore
445 Pine Hill Rd
Berwick, ME 03901
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sandra Hodge
63 Willow Grove Road
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Greg Soutiea
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:16:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Greg Soutiea
5 3rd Street
Spruce Head, ME 04859
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Michael Moran
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:16:10 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Moran
43 Obrion St
Portland, ME 04101
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:15:53 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
James Angley
156 Conover Ter
Lebanon, NJ 08833
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:15:26 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I often use BSP and KWW for recreation, and any commercial mining operation in this area is
likely to degrade the environment, spoil the natural resources that I treasure, and make the area
ugly. I hope we can preserve these natural wonders, wild and unspoiled, for my grandchildren
as well as all the people of Maine and the nation. We have so few regions that contribute to
saving our air and water, and so many greedy companies like Wolfden who just want to take
their profits and abandon us. The old silver and copper mines in Maine, left to leach their
poisons into our watersheds and soils, should be examples of how we cannot trust those
companies. And we can’t forget what is happening to our forests with the NECEC project in
western Maine . . .
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Anne L. Hess, PhD
Sincerely,
Anne Hess
P. O. Box 103

Stillwater, ME 04489
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
Maine is a unique state with lots of woods, streams and rivers as well as wildlife. We must
protect these natural resources at all costs. More development and for profit operations will
destroy what Maine is so fortunate to possess.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Thank you for considering the opinions of Maine citizens on this important and potentially
destructive issue.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Brett Ludden
112 Westbranch Ct Apt 102
Pittsfield, ME 04967
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean Sideris
51 Burwell Ave
SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:12:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Rick Osann
Sincerely,
Richard Osann
84 Stone Haven Dr
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
linda shaffer
27 Pemaquid Trl
New Harbor, ME 04554
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Cindy Curran
481 Ridge Rd.
Bowdoinham, ME 04008
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Denise Smith
423 Libby Ave
Gorham, ME 04038
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Maryanne Mattson
Sincerely,
Maryanne Mattson
34 Enchanted Way
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
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Gola Richards
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gola Richards
Box 802
Denmark, ME 04022
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Stephen Champagne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as timber, guiding, fishing,
hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Stephen Champagne
Sincerely,
Stephen Champagne
115 Hope Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
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Gabriella Turner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:09:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gabriella Turner
100 severance lodge road
Center Lovell, ME 04016
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Beverly Feldt
PO Box 51
Tenants Harbor, ME 04860
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:08:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carl Howard
505 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10024
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I have many concerns about the proposed mine development in the Katahdin Region, a
beautiful gem of wilderness and fabulous gift to the people of Maine. I have seen the ugliness
of mines in other areas of the country and feel we can make better use of our unique resources.
The company proposing the project has not shown itself to be forthright or responsible in the
preliminary processes. The waste and scars they leave behind can never be healed. I urge you
to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to
Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish
Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of
the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Marsh
Denmark Mountain Hikers
Sincerely,
Bonnie Marsh
115 Berry Rd
Denmark, ME 04022
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Tom Vigue
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tom Vigue
127 Robinson Rd
Sidney, ME 04330
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:07:54 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Stephen Perkins
47 Jackman Corner Rd
Sangerville, ME 04479
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Catherine Cornell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:07:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
As a long time hiker and trout fly fisher, I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for
its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods &
Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A
mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Catherine Cornell
Sincerely,
Catherine Cornell
46 Spruce Head Ln
Northport, ME 04849
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Claudette Midgley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Claudette Midgley
10 Windsor Commons Drive
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marc Dornheim
495 Main Road
Eddington, ME 04428
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Brittney Honisch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Brittney Honisch
PO Box 44
East Boothbay, ME 04544
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Jon Ellis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:06:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jon Ellis
244 Buzzell Hill Rd
Union, ME 04862
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Jane Miller
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:06:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jane Miller
1347 Waterway Ct
Stoney Beach, MD 21226
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Ann Carter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:06:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ann Carter
49 Smith Ridge Road
Charlotte, ME 04666
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rosalind Ivens
117 Bucksmills Road
Bucksport, ME 04416
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Stephen Porter
2 Grayson Lane
Manalapan Township, NJ 07726
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
As someone who has camped in that area and visited often,
I cannot see how this could be compatible with the area.
I also know of experiences of mining where there are serious negative impacts
threatening sustainability to both natural habitats and human persons .
A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and
State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Mary Morey
Sincerely,
Mary Morey
84 Plymouth St
Portland, ME 04103
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Ben Utter
Sincerely,
Benjamin Utter
590 Oak Woods Rd.
North Berwick, ME 03906
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Susan Beckwith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Beckwith
70 Case Rd
Winthrop, ME 04364
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Cheryl Hoffman
63 Abbott Rd.
Lebanon, ME 04027
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dennis Kepner
3 River Ln
York, ME 03909
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
As a lifelong professional conservation biologist who dedicated my career to protecting and
restoring high value habitat all over Maine, I strongly urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning
proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. For the last 30 years, I have looked forward to my
annual trips to Baxter State Park and other places in the North Woods; permitting a sulfide
mine in the North Woods would be an egregious violation of LUPCs responsibilities and
would permanently denigrate the ecological and recreational values of the North Woods.
A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and
State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters. In addition, fluctuating prices of the minerals can lead to bankruptcy for
companies like Wolfden, leaving taxpayers holding the bag to address, costly, time-consuming
and in all cases to-date, insufficient cleanup.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company that does not even
come close to having the expertise or resources to develop a mine safely.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition and protect the
integrity of the North Woods for fish, wildlife and people.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lois Winter
50 Alden Cir
Portland, ME 04102
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Suzanne Brewer
93 Wayside Rd
Portland, ME 04102
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Jennifer Litchfield
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:03:06 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Litchfield
9 Goldfinch Drive
Topsham, ME 04086
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John Winchester
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:02:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Winchester
P.O. Box 242
New harbor, ME 04554
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Date:

Scott Turner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:02:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Scott Turner
100 Severance Lodge Road
Center Lovell, ME 32080
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Roger Leisner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:02:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Roger Leisner
98 Water St - 605
Augusta, ME 04330
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To:
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Date:

Lucy Birkett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:01:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lucy Birkett
13 Sandy Beach Rd
Freeport, ME 04032
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To:
Subject:
Date:

John Wyatt
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:01:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Wyatt
46 Kaler St
Winterport, ME 04496
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To:
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Date:

Rick Winling
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:01:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rick Winling
481 Deerwander Rd
Hollis Center, ME 04042
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Susan Drucker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:01:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Drucker
66 Brown's Point Rd.
Bowdoinham, ME 04008
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Matthew Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:01:20 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Stacie Wolfdwn’s mine is a terrible idea, lacks the resources to be done safely or successfully, and
puts Maine’s tourist economy at risk. Please - reject Wolfden’s half-baked rezoning proposal
for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods &
Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A
mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Matt Smith
Sincerely,
Matthew Smith
142 Fox Hill Rd
Needham, MA 02492
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Mary Anne Mitchell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Anne Mitchell
8 Central Ave.
PEAKS ISLAND, ME 04108
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
m leach
171 Main St
East Waterboro, ME 04030
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Douglas E. Wilson
455 Egemoggin Rd.
Little Deer Isle, ME 04650
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To:
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Date:

Everett Leland
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:58:03 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Everett Leland
12 Water Street
Kittery, ME 03904
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Sipe
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:57:27 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bob Sipe
365 Lake Street
Auburn, ME 04210
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Arlene Husman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:57:27 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Arlene Husman
1 Bailey Lane
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Ianni
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:57:23 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Right project (?maybe??) - WRONG Applicant & absolutely WRONG place!!
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pat Ianni
57 Lakeside Dr
Falmouth, ME 04105
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To:
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Date:

Barry W & Lois A Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:56:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Barry W & Lois A Smith
PO Box 189
Island Falls, ME 04747

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Fahy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:56:34 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Baxter State Park and Katahdin Woods and Waters are precious environmental reserves, for
natural habitat, tourism and for use by Mainers. Their preservation is more critical than ever
considering climate change and their value to the people of Maine and indeed the country
cannot be overstated. They must be protected at all costs.
I backpacked in to Russell Pond this summer in Baxter State Park and saw for myself what an
amazing gift this park was to Maine. It is pristine and remote and utterly wild and lovely.
Parks of similar scale in California like Yosemite feel like theme parks, they are so over
developed and crowded. Please reject this proposal and protect our parklands and the areas
around them for the people of Maine now and for future Mainers.
Especially considering that Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the
company is massively in debt, the idea of letting them mine so close to these natural jewels is
horrifying. The Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be
“well-planned” development.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deborah Fahy
56 Middle Street

Hallowell, ME 04347
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill and Monica Grabin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:56:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bill and Monica Grabin
137 Sea Rd
Kennebunk, ME 04043
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Messmer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:56:25 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anna Messmer
542 Preble St.
South Portland, ME 04016
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Gale Flanders
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:56:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gale Flanders
1020 South Street
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Tatyana Eckstrand
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:55:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tatyana Eckstrand
514 Duck Puddle Rd
Waldoboro, ME 04572
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Krizo
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:55:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sarah Krizo
3008 Spruce Drive #5
Carrabassett Valley, ME 04947
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mara Gifford
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:54:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mara Gifford
19 Main St.
Winterport, ME 04496
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Fred Bailey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:53:57 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Fred Bailey
30 Elm Street
Bangor, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Artz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:53:54 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Artz
90 Mill Rd
Cumberland, ME 04021
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan McDonald
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:53:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alan McDonald
5 Harbor Side Dr
York, ME 03909
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Coyman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:53:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
This potential extractive use is a threat to the state's wilderness treasures of Baxter State Park
and Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, in addition to State Heritage Fish Waters.
A mine in this location would severely damage recreational activities that draw visitors to the
region and sustain the regional economy. As a hiker and camper who has visited these parks, I
would be much less likely to visit if a mine was operating and polluting in the region.
I understand that Wolfden Resources has failed to demonstrate its financial and technical
capability to develop a mine safely, nor has it prepared an accurate filing in a timely way. It
has noted that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should
“overlook" -- clearly, the Commission should not overlook a sloppy and error-filled
application for such a dangerous commercial activity.
Wolfden has claimed that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore processing
operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden has been unable
to cite an example of any mine that can do this, making it's claims unsupportable and
unbelievable.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Debra Coyman
4 Bay Shore Dr
Falmouth, ME 04105
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Lennon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:53:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Donald Lennon
154 Applecrest Drive
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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To:
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Date:

Ann Hancock
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:52:58 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ann Hancock
47 Old Neck Rd
Scarborough, ME 04074

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Marsh
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:52:56 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Marsh
18 Tamarack Cir
Gorham, ME 04038

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ann fisher
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:52:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Ann Fisher
Sincerely,
ann fisher
120 Main St.
saco, ME 04072
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlene Frost
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:52:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Charlene Frost
119 Robinson Rd
Sidney, ME 04330

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rich Collins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:51:47 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rich Collins
300 Post Rd
Greenland, NH 03840

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Toombs
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:51:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
John Toombs
601 SE Hibiscus Ave
Stuart, FL 34996

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vivienne Lenk
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:51:20 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Vivienne Lenk
795 Lily Bay Rd Unit 305
Beaver Cove, ME 04441

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Thompson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:51:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janet Thompson
914 Main Rd
Westport Island, ME 04578

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Berguin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:50:47 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Berguin
9 Edwards St
South Portland, ME 04106

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Ray
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:49:45 PM
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click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I'm really concerned about Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for Pickett Mountain. There are so
many reasons not to allow this - its proximity to Baxter and Katahdin Woods, the wonderful
clean water for fishing throughout that region, and Wolfden's inability to show that they can
operate clean and safe mine (or even submit an accurate proposal!)
This region is dependent upon clean water and land, and the resultant beauty, sustaining the
local fishing, guiding, hunting, and hiking communities. This area is a state and national
treasure, and we can't trust a giant corporation, answerable only to stockholders, to safeguard
this. They have in no way demonstrated that they are capable of running a mine that would not
destroy our natural heritage.
For a number of years I lived in Colorado, and saw the irreparable damage that mines cause to
the natural environment. Once the damage is done there is no way to repair it, the best way to
keep our environment safe is to not allow it in the first place. Now that I've returned home to
Maine, I'm so disappointed to hear that we are considering the same kind of irresponsible
development of one of our most precious places.
I strongly urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joan Ray
270 Nobleboro Rd
Bremen, ME 04551
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter keene
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:49:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Walter keene
3 Pat St, Winslow ME 04901
Winslow Maine, ME 04901

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shaun Dillon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:49:11 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Shaun Dillon
5 Dunlea Ave
Kittery, ME 03904
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Cote
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:48:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Melissa Cote
Sincerely,
Melissa Cote
111 Spinney Mill Rd
Arrowsic, ME 04530
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Thorne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:48:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gary Thorne
55 west chops PT rd
Bath, ME 04530

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Bell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:47:53 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dorothy Bell
56 Narragansett Trl
Buxton, ME 04093
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur Kaminsky
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:47:48 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please, I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A
mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State
Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would
threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing,
hunting, and hiking.
Also, Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop
a mine safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing
in a timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Art Kaminsky
Highland Plt. ME. 04961
Sincerely,
Arthur Kaminsky
46 Sandy Springs Rd
Highland Plt, ME 04961

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Percy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:47:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Percy
262 Back Road
Brooklin, ME 04616

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Clarke
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:47:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
William Clarke
PO Box 294
Port Clyde, ME 04855
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Edward Walworth MD
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Edward Walworth MD
8 Manning Ave
Lewiston, ME 04240
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Stew Guernsey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:46:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Stew Guernsey
132 Hallowell Road
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
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Michael Diehl
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:46:29 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
The history of small, inexperienced mining companies is fraught with waste, toxic spills,
abandoned hazardous waste/hazardous environment disasters that are a permanent blight and
require taxpayer funds to mitigate. As a Mainer, living away for 30 years, I can show you case
after case in Arizona of operations abandoned by small mining companies that deliberately
extracted the resources, created a hazardous waste site, abandoned the facility, declared
bankruptcy, and left the public holding the bill for their disaster. Please do not allow this group
of rapacious clowns despoil Maine's lands and waters. The damage these people do is
permanent and irreversible. Just tell them to get lost.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Mike Diehl, PhD
Sincerely,
Michael Diehl
3031 E. 18th St

Tucson, AZ 85716
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Beverley Daniel
146 Pepperrell Road
Kittery Point, ME 03905
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Mike and Mirella Roberts
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mike and Mirella Roberts
75 Codman Strret
Portland, ME 04103
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:46:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carl Little
37 Lakeside Road
Mount Desert, ME 04660
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Jan Warren
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:46:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
This sounds like a disaster in the making. There doesn't seem to be anything except red flags
on this company. Don't endanger Maine with this mine!
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jan Warren
57 Ragged Mtn Road
Camden, ME 04843
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Craig T. Sheil
Sincerely,
Craig Sheil
7305 Gateway Circle
Scarborough, ME 04074
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Laura Shepherd
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Laura Shepherd
69 Cumner Rd
Vienna, ME 04360
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Sandra Faunce
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:45:00 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
A Fan of Baxter and KW&W
Sincerely,
Sandra Faunce
201 N. Cobbtown Rd
Lincolnville, ME 04849
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Jacquelyn Elliott
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:44:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
Succinctly, this qualifies as an insane proposal.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Elliott
148 West Rd
Waterboro, ME 04087
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Alex Kerney
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:44:42 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alex Kerney
197 Western Ave
West Boothbay Harbor, ME 04575
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Margarethe Lutz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:44:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Margarethe Lutz
Sincerely,
Margarethe Lutz
PO Box 82
Penobscot, ME 04476
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Nathaniel Curtis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:44:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nathaniel Curtis
6 Balsam circle
New Harbor, ME 04554
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Mark McCormick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mark McCormick
116 State Street F
Portland, ME 04101
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Marilyn Koff
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:49 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marilyn Koff
4506 Turkey Ridge Ct
North Las Vegas, NV 89031
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Bob Weggel
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bob Weggel
P.O. Box 213
Bailey Island, ME 04003
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DANIEL CREWE
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
DANIEL CREWE
254 Foreside Rd
Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ralph Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:32 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ralph Smith
99 N Fryeburg Rd
Fryeburg, ME 04037
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To:
Subject:
Date:

William Oleszczuk
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
William Oleszczuk
11 Osprey Ave
Saco, ME 04072
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirk Fernald
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kirk Fernald
20 High St
East Millinocket, ME 04430
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Rome
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:21 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Abigail Rome
605 Ray Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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To:
Subject:
Date:

sharon finley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:15 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
sharon finley
7 lillian ave.
saco, ME 04072
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Berger
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:08 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pat Berger
PO Box 667
Oakland, ME 04963
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Norton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:04 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helen Norton
126 Skassen Ln
Harpswell, ME 04079
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To:
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Date:

Bruce Gagnon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:42:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bruce Gagnon
34 Weeks St
Bath, ME 04530
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Bellows
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:42:49 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alan Bellows
273 Adams Pond Road
Boothbay, ME 04537
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Rodrigue
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:42:47 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jim Rodrigue
85 Stoney Acres Rd
Pittston, ME 04345
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Briggs
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:42:45 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Martha Briggs
186 Chute Rd
Windham, ME 04062
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Pontbriand
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:42:05 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kate Pontbriand
PO Box 253
North Bridgton, ME 04057
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Williamson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:41:56 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deborah Williamson
330 Westland
Frankfort, KY 40601

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jody Richmond
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:41:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jody Richmond
97 Larrabee Farm Rd
Dover Foxcroft, ME 04426
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Hodge
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:41:37 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sandra Hodge
63 Willow Grove Road
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Dodge
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:41:20 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ruth Dodge
73 Two lights Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalia Klimova
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:40:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Natalia Klimova
11 Pine St
Bath, ME 04530

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meredith Perkins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:39:55 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Meredith Perkins
47 Jackman Corner Rd
Sangerville, ME 04479

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pablo Bobe
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:39:46 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pablo Bobe
1 main st
NYC, NY 10130

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Leigh
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:08:51 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Leigh
P.O. Box 7081
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Joy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:53:44 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sandra Joy
201Clyde Rd
Bangor, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Harris
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:46:39 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Ann Harris
Sincerely,
Ann Harris
11 Rawson Ave Unit A
Camden, ME 04843

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ROGER CAOUETTE
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:39:42 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
ROGER CAOUETTE
357 Fowler Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wood
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:14:14 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I can’t believe I even need to be active on this proposed travesty— I urge you to reject
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter
State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is
clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the
activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
William Wood
79 Norfolk St
Bangor, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Geoff Gratwick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:08:04 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Hi Stacie - The Wolfen Corp's plan to mine Picket Mtn is poor and I urge the LUPC to reject
their proposal. As a member of ENR Committee for three legislative sessions I sat through all
the endless Bald Mtn hearings. I also made three trips to Harborside. While I certainly learned
a great deal about the specifics, the simple take home message was that the risk to Maine's
natural resources is in no way worth it. I would be happy to testify in person if it comes to that.
Many thanks Geoff Gratwick (term limited State Senator from Bangor and Hermon)
Sincerely,
Geoff Gratwick
1230 Kenduskeag Ave
Bangor, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristi Niedermann
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:49:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kristi Niedermann
66 Broad Cove Ln
Cushing, ME 04563

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Flewelling
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:07:08 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Ann Flewelling, PhD
Sincerely,
Ann Flewelling
189 Bagaduce Ln
Sedgwick, ME 04676

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Randall
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:31:21 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. The mine is very
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Water. Mining and nature can not co-exist in close proximity.Mines threaten many of the
activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has not demonstrated the financial and technical capability to develop a mine safely-and they've proven they can't prepare an accurate filing in a timely way, noting that its revised
petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook.” This is a big
problem for an industry like mining where small errors can lead to big disasters. If I can't
overlook my income,excise and property taxes, certainly a large corporation should be better
prepared. Lack of preparedness means incompetence.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Randall
16 Thomas Drive
Scarborough ME 04074
Sincerely,
Suzanne Randall
16 Thomas Drive
Scarborough, ME 04074

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Goldsmith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:23:40 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ken Goldsmith
258 Sandy Bay Rd
Williamsburg, VA 23185

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Grant
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:38:36 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Martha Grant
147 Academy Hill Rd.
Newcastle, ME 04553

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Purdy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:22:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Eileen Purdy
1 Ricker Park Apt D1
Portland, ME 04101

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Dickinson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:20:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Martha Dickinson
40 Washington St
Ellsworth, ME 04605

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

priscilla b
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:10:00 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
priscilla b
29 melissa dr
pembroke, NH 03275

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rona Fried
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:40:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please REJECT Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. This is the
wrong place for a mine - near Baxter State Park and Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument. There are no "compatible uses" here!
A mine there would threaten the region's economy, not help it. The regional economy depends
on nature: guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden can't even demonstrate that it can develop a mine safely. It could well destroy this
huge area. Do you believe them when they claim they can safely discharge ore wastewater so
that it's as clean as natural groundwater??? No
mine has ever done this!!!
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt.
This is ridiculous. Maine doesn't need it or want it.
Sincerely,
Rona Fried
11 Old Stagecoach Rd
Casco, ME 04015

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carringer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:12:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Carringer
22 LaCosta Drive
Annandale, NJ 08801
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Sharkey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:36:00 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Heather Sharkey
70 Collinsbrook Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
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Date:

Margaret Nation
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:09:40 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Margaret Nation
11Whiting Ave
Waterford, ME 04088
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Lawrence Hoodack
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:46:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Seriously?? A mine next to Baxter State park?? Do the right thing PLEASE to protect Baxter.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lawrence Hoodack
91 Port Clyde Rd
Tenants Harbor, ME 04860
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Jennifer Genest
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:22:02 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Genest
576 Ferry Rd
Saco, ME 04072
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Sandra Wright
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:59:09 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sandra Wright
1664 North Road
Mount Vernon, ME 04352
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Juliette Dzija
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:51:16 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Juliette Dzija
274 Swamp Rd
Durham, ME 04222
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Heather Newman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:49:36 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Heather Newman
23 Meredith Drive
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
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Date:

Kermit Bennett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:45:40 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Kermit C. Bennett
Elliottsville TWP, Maine
Sincerely,
Kermit Bennett
6 Big Greenwood Pond Rd
Elliotsville Twp, ME 04443
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Derek Markgren
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:43:39 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Derek Markgren
Sincerely,
Derek Markgren
23 Ramsdell Road
Falmouth, ME 04105
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Janet Laird-Lagassee
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:16:27 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janet Laird-Lagassee
43 Elmwood Rd
Auburn, ME 04210
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Alton Hunt
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:08:41 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, alton hunt
Sincerely,
Alton Hunt
5 Jordan Rd
New Hartford, NY 13413
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Mariellen Whelan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:59:06 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mariellen Whelan
68 Glidden St
Newcastle, ME 04553
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P. Jaine Jacobs
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:37:41 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
P. Jaine Jacobs
1779 Clarry Hill Rd
Union, ME 04862
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Linda McElroy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:37:14 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Linda McElroy
8 Valley Rd
Acton, MA 01720
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Linda Stathoplos
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:33:03 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property is not in the best interest of
Maine people. There is little evidence that Wolfden can safely or competently operate a mine,
especially on land so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters. A mine in the Katahdin region is incompatible
with the local economy, anchored in guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Please deny Wolfden’s ill-prepared, inaccurate and poorly financed rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Linda Stathoplos
29 Shore Ln
Wells, ME 04090
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Christine Adamowicz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:28:03 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Dear Stacie,
I urge you to reject this sloppy mining proposal that plans to take advantage of us and pollute
Maine's best asset: the clean wilderness that is the engine of the region's tourism economy.
If Wolfden can't take enough care to fix the mistakes in their own proposal, then they
absolutely will not take care of this planned mine and leave Mainer's on the hook for cleanup.
When I was in high school, my teachers would have given me a failing grade for handing in
my paper late and then telling them that it was full of mistakes that they should overlook.
Wolfden is doing that for a proposal that will permanently destroy and pollute our woods and
waters. If it were my decision, I'd give them a failing grade and then ban them from coming
back to the LUPC--that's how offended I am by their lack of concern for our community.
I will not "overlook" Wolfden's attempt to spoil our backyard and squander our future. It is
your responsibility as well, to see this terrible plan for what it is. As a fellow Mainer, I trust
that you do and will protect this cherished place.
Sincerely,
Christine Adamowicz
Sincerely,
Christine Adamowicz
76 Mckeen St.
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Lawrence O"Rourke
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:26:09 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Lawrence M. O'Rourke
Sincerely,
Lawrence O'Rourke
PO Box 134
Sumner, ME 04292
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edward simmons
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:20:42 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Edward Simmons
Sincerely,
edward simmons
252 Sea Meadows Ln
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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Tracey Allen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:19:07 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tracey Allen
113 Ash Swamp Rd
Scarborough, ME 04074
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To:
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Date:

Edward Riggs
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:16:02 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Edward Riggs
367 Bog Rd
Albion, ME 04910
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Glenice Skelton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:15:21 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Glenice Skelton
510 Middle Rd
Union, ME 04862
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Jesse Robbins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:06:58 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jesse Robbins
16 East Elm St
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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cindy lang
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:03:18 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
cindy lang
51 Gleason Street
Thomaston, ME 04861
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Alicia Soliman
84 Downing Rd
Arundel, ME 04046
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Myke Johnson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:52:08 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Myke Johnson
67 Birchwood Drive
Portland, ME 04102
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Walter Mugdan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:51:48 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Walter Mugdan
251-31 42nd Avenue
Little Neck, NY 11363
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To:
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Date:

George St. Clair
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:51:24 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
George St. Clair
Sincerely,
George St. Clair
36 Nevada Ave
Portland, ME 04103
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Date:

Lucie Springman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:51:05 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lucie Springman
511 Cottage Rd
South Portland, ME 04106
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Esther Mechler
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:39:34 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Esther Mechler
26 Jewell Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Jackson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:38:28 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Jackson
50 US Rte 1
Robbinston, ME 04671
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Date:

Lucy Lippard
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:23:30 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lucy Lippard
14 avenida vieja
Galisteo, NM 87540
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Date:

Kate Connelly
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:09:13 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kate Connelly
148 Strickland Ferry Rd
Wayne, ME 04284
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Emily Beck
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:08:01 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Emily Beck
1364 Tremont Road
Seal Cove, ME 04674
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Suanne Williamslindgren
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Suanne Williamslindgren
49 Spar Cove
Freeport, ME 04032
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, David A. Luce
Sincerely,
David Luce
20 March Cir
Bangor, ME 04401
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Susan Pastore
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:54:12 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Susan Strode-Pastore
Sincerely,
Susan Pastore
777 Stevens Ave
Portland, ME 04103
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Melissa YOrk
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:51:36 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Melissa YOrk
1339 Ludlow Road
Ludlow, ME 04730
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Veditz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:47:03 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. I have personally seen the terrible damage caused by irresponsible mining on some of
the mountains of Virginia, West Virginia and Tennessee.
Wolfden has failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Brian Veditz
Lincolnville, Maine
Sincerely,
Brian Veditz
PO Box 649
Lincolnville, ME 04849
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To:
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Seana Cullinan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:46:05 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Seana Cullinan
Sincerely,
Seana Cullinan
76 Mayer Rd
Portland, ME 04102
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Glenn Morazzini
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:32:02 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,Glenn Morazzini, Maine resident
Sincerely,
Glenn Morazzini
15 Meadow Lane
Cumberland, ME 04021
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Shonna Davis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:18:29 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Shonna Davis
PO Box 1126
Houlton, ME 04730
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Michelle Wainer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:57:19 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
As we see time and again, these types of companies only see money, not the impact they make
on the planet. If they did, we would not be in the crisis situation we are in right now. No to this
project!
Sincerely,
Michelle H. Wainer
Sincerely,
Michelle Wainer
36 Thunder Rd
North Yarmouth, ME 04097
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CHRISTINE ROBERTS
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:55:04 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
CHRISTINE ROBERTS
66 Snow Lane
Frenchtown Twp, ME 04441
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To:
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Date:

William Lombardi
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:43:19 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Bill Lombardi
Sincerely,
William Lombardi
PO Box 65
Union, ME 04862
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Wood
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:39:26 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bonnie Wood
22 Hovey Ln
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Hammond
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:38:09 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bill Hammond
7 Break Neck Ridge Rd
Trevett, ME 04571
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Johnson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:32:51 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Johnson
86 Upham Rd
Union, ME 04862
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Boyle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:14:14 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lawrence Boyle
283 Pool St
Biddeford, ME 04005
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To:
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Date:

Sally Rees-Speich
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:11:25 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use.
I am appalled that a company that
has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine safely is
being even considered.
Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a timely way,
noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should
“overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can lead to
big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Sally Rees Speich
Farmington, Maine
Sincerely,
Sally Rees-Speich
107 Vacation Estates Ln
Farmington, ME 04938
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To:
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Date:

Christian Wildes
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:06:42 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Christian Wildes
390 N Howe Rd
Whitefield, ME 04353
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John Higgins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:58:46 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, John Higgins Kittery, Maine
Sincerely,
John Higgins
12 Lyndon Way
Kittery, ME 03904
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Ford
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:47:24 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Amy Ford
10 Rural Hill
Windham, ME 04062
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Francis Weld
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:46:29 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Francis Weld
PO Box 595
Northeast Harbor, ME 04662
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Widmayer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:39:28 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Beth Widmayer
56 Gendron Dr
Wells, ME 04090
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Marjorie Maxcy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:28:57 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marjorie Maxcy
PO Box 367
Owls Head, ME 04854
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Hoffman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:27:10 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rob Hoffman
289 Cross Point Rd
Edgecomb, ME 04556
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Mark Whiting
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:16:57 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mark Whiting
145 Gary Moore Road
Ellsworth, ME 04605
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To:
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Date:

Michael Mastranardi
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:08:30 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Mastranardi
244 Alfred St
South Portland, ME 04106
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To:
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Malcolm Hunter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:03:13 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Malcolm Hunter
31 Haynes Brook Ln
Amherst, ME 04605
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To:
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Date:

Joanna Deetjen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:02:01 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joanna Deetjen
P O Box 22
Newport, ME 04953
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Chris Gosster
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:55:57 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Chris Gosster
Bowmans Landing Rd
Georgetown, ME 04548
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy McCrum
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:51:49 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Andy McCrum
5 Judy Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
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To:
Subject:
Date:

James Keller
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:48:20 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
James Keller
246 Limerock St.
Rockland, ME 04841
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Date:

Rob MacDonald
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:05:26 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
As a frequent visitor to Maine and the Katahdin region, I urge you to reject Wolfden’s
rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park,
Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not
a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that
sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rob MacDonald
50 Crescent Place
Hanson, MA 02341
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Lisa Savage
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:51:05 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I call on LURC to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
Both the Penobscot Nation and the Houlton Band of Maliseets have announced their
opposition to the proposal. When indigenous groups who have been able stewards of the land
and water speak, we should be listening. 
Wolfden's claim of its future ability to discharge wastewater from ore processing operations
that would be "as clean as natural groundwater" is nonsense. If the company can’t provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims. Wolfden
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this, because such a mine doesn’t exist.
Wolfden has failed to demonstrate that it can, at minimum, prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way. Its revised petition contains inconsistencies that they ask the Commission to
“overlook.” This is problematic for an industry like mining where small operational errors can
result in disastrous harm to surrounding areas.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company has significant debt.
Clearly, Wolfden lacks the financial and technical capability to develop a mine safely.
The Commission should deny this application.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lisa Savage
30 Hole in the Wall Rd
Solon, ME 04979
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Suzanne Rudalevige
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:41:51 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property.
It is the wrong location, Wolfden has shown no evidence behind it's promises, it's proposal has
inaccurate information and it has no experience.
A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and
State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Suzanne Rudalevige
34 McAuley Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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Shirley Ellis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:39:11 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Shirley Ellis
737 Kirkland Rd
Old Town, ME 04468
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LC
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:28:10 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I truly hope that you will not allow this mine to be built. I am using the NRCM letter, as they
say it best.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Thank you for your important work for the State of Maine, L.Crowley
Sincerely,
LC
po box 2891
So Portland, ME 04106
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Gregory Kimber
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:20:05 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gregory Kimber
147 Intervale Rd
Temple, ME 04984
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Lynne Lamstein
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:51:36 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lynne Lamstein
73 Raven Hill Rd
Dixmont, ME 04932
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Maryann Smale
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:09:10 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Maryann Smale
37 Dyer Bay Rd
Steuben, ME 04680
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Ron letourneau
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:08:20 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ron letourneau
21 Ocean View Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Whitaker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:41:15 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carol Whitaker
27 Sunrise Hill
Berwick, ME 03901

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joshua Jackson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:51:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Joshua Jackson
38 Bradley St
Portland, ME 04102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyn Hinds
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:54:30 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lyn Hinds
30 Ocean Ave
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LINDA WALES
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Fwd: Please do NOT approve the Katahdin area Wolfden Rezoning: LUPC Petition 779.
Saturday, September 18, 2021 1:23:16 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

The Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC (“Wolfden”) rezoning petition is sought strictly to pave
the way for their plans to engage in “metallic and mineral” mining, a highly destructive
and toxic industry at it’s best. But their petition, on its face, (with multiple, inherent
errors), suggests reason for genuine skepticism about their ability to carefully execute
those plans. Even if managed impeccably, however, metal mining allowed in over 500
acres of our precious Katahdin woods and waters is guaranteed to lead to
unacceptable levels of disruption and pollution of one of the few remaining pristine
tracks of beauty and ecologic health, so essential to our state and beyond.
The Wolfden request is entirely inconsistent with the preservation of exiting resources
and with the “existing and planned usage” you protect. As we all know, the Katahdin
area woods and waters are valuable not only for their intrinsic beauty, but also for the
habitat they provide to essential flora and fauna, along with the resulting carbon
sequestration, toxin filtration and general habitat purification and stabilization they
provide. Knowing what we now know about healthy ecosystems, we cannot ignore
the value of our diminishing forests to the planet, and the importance of preserving
our waterways, along with the abundant, diverse, (often rare, and always essential),
lives they sustain, from degradation and pollution.
Accordingly, it would be a catastrophic mistake and a moral outrage to approve
“metallic and mineral mining” industry use in this vast and healthy expanse of some of
nature’s finest works. No amount of money or human ingenuity can replace or repair
what would be an entirely predictable disruption of this essential area, honed and
perfected over millions of years. In the words of Maya Angelou,
“Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better.”

The protection of this irreplaceable national and environmental treasure is in your
hands. Please do the right thing for Maine, our nation and our world. Tell Wolfden
“No”. There are other, far better, ethical ways to make money and provide
employment. Help us leave one of the few remaining tracts of nature’s unblemished
beauty and perfection in tact, for us, and for all posterity.
Sincerely,
Linda G Wales
751 Duck Cove Road
Roque Bluffs, ME 04654

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

C. W. Eliot Paine
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:46:20 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
C. W. Eliot Paine
54 Birch Bay Dr
Bar Harbor, ME 04609

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Swackhamer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:10:57 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Hello, as a resident of this place we now call Maine, we live here because we have something
special. The woods and waters, communities and small cities are human scale, and one of the
most beautiful places to be.
This mining project will enrich no one but this shady company. Present large scale projects
like the CMP Corridor and this mining scheme destroy the very thing we value here. People
come from all over to experience Maine and invest their tourist dollars here. Why turn our
rivers and landscape into tragic wastelands? We see what mining has done to Appalachia, and
no repairs can be made after the dollars are extracted. Please reject this rezoning and this
whole scam against our state. This would be a crime against the place we call home. Thank
you.
Sincerely,
Linda Swackhamer
11Veazie Street
Veazie, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deirdre Drennen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:42:11 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deirdre Drennen
67 Shiretowne Common Dr
Kennebunk, ME 04043

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Huntington
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:16:16 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Huntington
96 Atlantic Ave Apt B2
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Tarbox
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:17:51 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Aside from the fact that this project is promoted by a questionable company, I urge you to
reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. One look at the waste
from mining in Appalachia should tell you it’s an environmental disaster in the works. No one
has solved that problem and usually
( a company) doesn’t even try. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods &
Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A
mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Tarbox
468 Goding Rd
Acton, ME 04001

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Babcock
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:30:13 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Babcock
66 Nordic Knoll Rd
Newry, ME 04261

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Pritz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:11:49 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Steve Pritz
287 Brock Rd
Lyman, ME 04002

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Bialka
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 6:14:19 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Stacie:
Please do everything in your power to deny acceptance of this rezoning petition. Thanks very
much.
Robert F. Bialka
Sincerely,
Robert Bialka
8 Coopers Beach Rd
Owls Head, ME 04854

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Garnett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:22:20 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Garnett
32 Sylvan Rd
South Portland, ME 04106

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Landsberg
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 4:15:45 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Landsberg
6367 NW 26th Ter
Boca Raton, FL 33496

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary OConnell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:52:56 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary OConnell
P O Box 537
Saunderstown, RI 02884

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lydia Landesberg
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:33:26 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lydia Landesberg
43 Wabanaki Pass
Waterford, ME 04088

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Winchester
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:14:20 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park (very dear to my heart), Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument (a wonderful new area to explore), and State Heritage Fish Waters (an invaluable
Maine resource that makes this state the gem that it is) is clearly not a compatible use. A mine
in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, hiking, lodging, and more.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development. The poor quality/integrity of Wolfden's plan is insulting to the Commission and
to the people of Maine. We are not naïve, nor are we fools.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Winchester
PO Box 242
New Harbor, ME 04554

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carole Jean
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:07:05 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carole Jean
36 Glenridge
Portland, ME 04102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lily Turner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 1:26:10 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Lily Turner
110 Alpine Village Rd
Harrison, ME 04040

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MIKE SHUNNEY
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:57:47 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
MIKE SHUNNEY
236 CEDAR ST
ROCKLAND, ME 04841

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur Kingdon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:22:55 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Arthur Kingdon
334 Oak Grove Road
Vassalboro, ID 04989

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Cruz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:05:37 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Maria Cruz
South China, Maine
Sincerely,
Maria Cruz
25 Sunset Ln
South China, ME 04358

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Wind
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:20:09 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Wind
28 Lawn Ave
Rockland, ME 04841

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Sandilands
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:03:46 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Patricia Sandilands
53 Rollstone Ave
West Sayville, NY 11796

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Sirois
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:54:01 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Diane Sirois
27 Sunrise Hl
Berwick, ME 03901

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryan Champagne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:35:31 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bryan Champagne
1185 Main Rd
Phippsburg, ME 04562

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Bartlett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:28:08 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
If your school homework was late what do you think the teacher said? These folks do not
deserve any consideration what so ever !
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Thomas Bartlett
18 Third Street
Bangor, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Veditz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:05:32 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janet Veditz
PO Box 649
Lincolnville, ME 04849

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Walmsley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:41:28 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Walmsley
PO Box 573
Northeast Harbor, ME 04662

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Como
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:39:23 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Como
619 Slab City Rd
Lovell, ME 04051

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Dudar
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:07:15 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Veronica Dudar
31 Wayside Rd
Portland, ME 04102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Priscilla Linn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:50:11 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Priscilla Linn
212 Waterville Rd
Belfast, ME 04915

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Wood
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:40:39 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Stephen Wood
22 Hovey Ln
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Johnson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:03:09 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Tara Johnson
145 Ridge Rd
Newcastle, ME 04553

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dick Chassé
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:09:10 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dick Chassé
23 glacier way
Sedgwick, ME 04676

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyaira Grondin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 1:35:07 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kyaira Grondin
65 West main st
Yarmouth, ME 04096

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Octavia Brown
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:59:36 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,Octavia Brown
Sincerely,
Octavia Brown
Box 298
Sebago, ME 04029

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale McCormick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:49:29 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Dale McCormick
87 Court St
Augusta, ME 04330

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Watt
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:56:02 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Dear Stacie,
I am sure you have read many of these form letters but I hope that does not harden you to the
sentiment expressed. We need to be good stewards of our land for the long term enjoyment of
our future generations.
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bruce Watt
113 Birch Tree Drive
Hudson, ME 04449

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacquelyn Cressy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:55:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Cressy
7 Franklin Ln
Topsham, ME 04086

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Swain
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:11:30 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Swain
30 Glenwood Ave
Portland, ME 04103

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christy Stout
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:57:04 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden company is massively in debt. The Commission should not consider a proposal from
this sort of company to be “well-planned” development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Christy Stout
PO Box 817
Holden, ME 04429

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve O"Bryan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:10:00 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Steve O'Bryan
467 Biscay Rd
Damariscotta, ME 04543

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Prescott McCurdy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:07:37 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Prescott McCurdy
Nowhere Rd
Harpswell, ME 04079

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Wells
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:41:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Canada-based Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for Pickett Mountain. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in this region would threaten many of the
activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking. Our
Maine way of life in the region is at stake.
It is important to note that Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical
capability to develop a mine safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can
prepare an accurate filing in a timely way, noting that its revised petition contains
inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry
like mining where small errors can lead to big disasters.
The company continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its
ore processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden
still hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide
an example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Allison Wells
31 Chestnut St
Gardiner, ME 04345

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Turner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:30:53 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
William Turner
110 Alpine Village Rd
Harrison, ME 04040

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Porter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:11:09 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Porter
2134 Hemlock Farms
Hawley, PA 18428

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Seth Mirsky
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:55:10 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Seth Mirsky
25 Rocky Rd
Westport Island, ME 04578

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ingrid Baily
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:52:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. It goes against common sense.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ingrid Baily
400 SOUTH RD
PARSONSFIELD, ME 04047

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Cotton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:49:21 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Christine Cotton
478 Water St
Ellsworth, ME 04605

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Gagne
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:43:09 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Paul Gagne
48 Massachusetts Ave
Portland, ME 04102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Plumb
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:35:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Steve Plumb
455 E Pond Rd
Nobleboro, ME 04555

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jean murphy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:10:11 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. With immediate
proximity to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State
Heritage Fish Waters this clearly is NOT a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking -- essential to Maine's thriving tourism economy.
Wolfden failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine safely
and has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a timely way, noting
that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook.” This
is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can lead to big disasters. We
are not West VA.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater, which we all know is not
possible -- just more hyperbole. If the company can’t even provide an example of such a mine,
the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Jean Murphy
Sincerely,
jean murphy
PO Box 10045
Portland, ME 04104

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Plaut
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:50:24 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Suzanne Plaut
17 Bedrock Ln
Trescott Twp, ME 04652

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Brown
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 25, 2021 3:27:46 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anna Brown
22 Main St.
South Freeport, ME 04078

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Simon
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:56:07 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Carol Simon
924 Oak Hill Rd
Swanville, ME 04915

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Poresky
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:52:13 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Melissa Poresky
64 Front St
Brownville, ME 04414

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Winslow
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:06:34 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Heather Winslow
40 May Meadow Dr
Gray, ME 04039

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Schulz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 3:36:17 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ben Schulz
9 Meagans way
Windham, ME 04062

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Binder
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 2:48:51 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
As a Mainer, I'm appalled you would even consider this mine project. I urge you to reject
Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close to Baxter
State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is
clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the
activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Ann Binder
Sincerely,
Ann Binder
552 Preble St
South Portland, ME 04106

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Lyall
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:49:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Martha Lyall
PO Box 1353
Bucksport, ME 04416

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eli Dale
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:06:18 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Funny they call themselves Wolfden, as if they have something to do with protecting wildlife.
That's a good laugh.
Listen, a bunch of incompetent boobs want you to rezone the wilderness so they can make a
mess. Then they will do what all capitalists do: privatize the profits and socialize the clean up
costs.
You know what to do. Deny them.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Eli Dale
Salem St.
Portland, ME 04102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Sawyer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:06:06 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jerry Sawyer
728 Sennebec Rd
Union, ME 04862

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casey Kaemerer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, September 24, 2021 6:43:32 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Casey Kaemerer
16 Birchlawn Dr
Lamoine, ME 04605

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karla Chase
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:02:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karla Chase
PO Box 615
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Haley K
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:59:57 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Haley K
79 beech hill rd
Freeport, ME 04032

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claude McGinley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:17:02 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Claude McGinley
465 School St
Sanford, ME 04073

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Anderson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:00:42 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Peter Anderson
45 Forest Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lynch
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:15:35 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Lynch
114 Lake Ave
FARMINGTON, ME 04938

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Szafir
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 2:29:52 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gail Szafir
60 Gap Mountain Rd
Troy, NH 03465

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Averil Fessenden
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 2:08:50 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Averil Fessenden
30 Miller Crk
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Hill
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 12:57:33 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Roberta Hill
PO BOX 65
TURNER, ME 04282

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M. Washington
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:42:45 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters and the sacred Penobscot River, is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the
Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such
as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking. It will also threaten our waterways, which are home to
many recreative adventures, where people still eat the fish they catch, and even rely on the
very water itself. WATER IS LIFE, for all living things.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters. Do we Mainers really want to allow a future superfund site for the sake
of minimal jobs??
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. Maine is not
for sale to anyone.
I speak not just for myself, but for all life here in Maine, the best state in the Union. Please
deny their permits, on behalf of all life here in this great state.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
M. Washington
462 Aroostook Ave
Millinocket, ME 04462

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Moreau
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:41:31 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jackie Moreau
39 Walton St Apt 2
Portland, ME 04103

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Howerton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Opposition to Wolfdenrezoning
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:58:50 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I am opposed to the Wolfdenrezoning plan.
C.L. Howerton

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annamary McCarthy-Hobbs
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:04:20 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Annamary McCarthy-Hobbs
PO Box 146
Washington, ME 04574

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trish Stevens
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:42:05 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Trish Stevens
142 n dixmont rd
Troy, ME 04987

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Henkin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:51:34 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michelle Henkin
15 Pipers Way
New Harbor, ME 04554

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan D"Alessandro
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:46:47 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan D'Alessandro
126 State Street
Millinocket, ME 04462

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Craig
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 8:55:59 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bonnie Craig
14 Sylvia Rd
Portland, ME 04103

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Howerton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 8:41:08 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marilyn Howerton
154 Maine Ave
Millinocket, ME 04462

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Sewall Miller
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:14:49 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Sewall Miller
25 Rochester St
Scottsville, NY 14546

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Davida Ammerman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 2:22:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Davida Ammerman
334 Mooseneck Rd
Addison, ME 04606

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Murray
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 11:32:50 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Murray
6 Choate Lane #110
Hallowell, ME 04347

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Roderick
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:51:19 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Janet Roderick
1027 Watson Pond Rd
Rome, ME 04963

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret McGinnis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:42:22 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Margaret McGinnis
7 Rockview Rd
Hull, MA 02045

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Knittle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:05:27 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Knittle
104 Mavis Lane
Waterbury, VT 05676
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Crane
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:51:56 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Charles Crane
67 Veazie Road
Searsport, ME 04974

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Davidson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:31:19 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Davidson
126 Summit Street
Portland, ME 04103
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Lyden
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:26:36 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Jerry Lyden
Sincerely,
Jerry Lyden
126 Maple St
Bangor, ME 04401
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael MacPherson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 8:54:18 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
This is also another one of Mans legacy of greed and being a bad steward of the land. Man is
slowly destroying the planet, mans greedy need to destroy the natural beauty of the land,
polluting the air, and water because money out weighs nature and humans are destined to
destroy this planet. If the State Government has any desire to save the natural beauty of this
state, please don't allow this mine.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael MacPherson
769 Kennedy Hwy
Milbridge, ME 04658
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Hutt
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:22:34 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Laura Hutt
170 Dailey Drive
franklin, MA 02038
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To:
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Date:

Kathleen Vadnais
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 11:04:34 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Vadnais
101 Providence St
Chicopee, MA 01020
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Clapp
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 9:47:13 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Leslie Clapp
PO Box 341
Blue Hill, ME 04614

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Palmer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 9:46:10 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. In just a few words, such a mine would undoubtedly have disastrous effects on the
pristine beauty and currently viable economy of this region.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jane Palmer
31 Stratton Rd
Scarborough, ME 04074
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Merz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:24:28 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
I am a Scout leader and active outdoorsman, hiker and bicyclist. I have visited this area for
decades. I have also visited locations in Utah and out west and witnessed the destructive
effects of mining. Further, this area is precious and its vital beauty is incompatible from a
zoning and use perspective from the other activities in the area, such as fishing, hunting, water
sports and tourism.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Steve Merz
20 Cleaves Farm Road
Falmouth, ME 04105

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Owen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:21:24 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robert Owen
8 Madison Rd
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Woods
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 5:08:02 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Linda Woods
PO Box 1801
Waterville, ME 04903

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Towle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 4:44:19 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Todd Towle
P.O.Box 442
Kingfield, ME 04947
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Howard
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 3:11:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Cynthia Howard
PO Box 19
Biddeford Pool, ME 04006
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To:
Subject:
Date:

David Legere
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 1:32:51 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
David Legere
116 Flying Point Rd
Freeport, ME 04032
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Griffith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 1:27:00 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Griffith
116 Flying Point Rd
Freeport, ME 04032
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ari O"Neill
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 1:08:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ari O'Neill
202 Oak Hill Rd
Litchfield, ME 04350
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Spotts
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 10:52:59 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Richard Spotts
255 N 2790 E
Saint George, UT 84790
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To:
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Date:

Pam Dyer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 9:05:12 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pam Dyer
24 Riverbend Dr
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Brendan Curran
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 6:32:44 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Brendan Curran
882 Camden Road
Hope, ME 04847
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Stewart
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 5:06:03 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jean Stewart
38 Intervale Rd
New Sharon, ME 04955

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Henry Washburn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 5:04:21 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Henry Washburn
38 Intervale Rd
New Sharon, ME 04955

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Andrews
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 20, 2021 4:31:27 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
We have all seen the devastation mining projects have wrought throughout this country. In a
time when it is more important than ever to protect our natural resources we simply cannot
afford the risk.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sandra Andrews
305 West Street
BIDDEFORD, ME 04005

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Knox
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:29:41 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karen Knox
25 Little Toad Ln
Casco, ME 04015

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Hayes
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:17:05 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. It is just a bad
idea.
Sincerely,
Robert Hayes, D.O.
Sincerely,
Bob Hayes
11 Bolduc Ave.
Winslow, ME 04901

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlotte Fullam
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:22:03 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Charlotte Fullam
45 Eastern Promenade
Portland, ME 04101

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Grace Cain
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:07:43 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Grace Cain
6 Portage Way
Kennebunk, ME 04043

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Porter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 6:00:11 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kenneth Porter
5362 W Bar S St
Tucson, AZ 85713

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Barrington
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 3:57:26 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Thomas H. Barrington
26 Rocky Reach Road
Bath, Maine
tbarr735@comcast.net
Sincerely,
Thomas Barrington
26 Rocky Reach Rd
Bath, ME 04530

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S. Nam
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 2:46:29 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
S. Nam
165 Bennett Ave Apt 4L
New York, NY 10040

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Cottle
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Correspondence for Wolfden Rezoning Petition
Sunday, September 19, 2021 11:27:56 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Commissioners,
I neither live nor work in the area that the Wolfden Rezoning Petition is to affect. However, I think
what happens there is important not only to those who do, but to all of us who value the area and,
in general, value what Maine has to offer.
I have some familiarity with mining operations from where I previously have lived (Pennsylvania) and
I know from my father’s work that involved researching the affect of mines on human health that
there is no mine I know of that does not affect the life around and downstream from the mine—
human life and any other type.
My understanding is that this company has little or no experience in developing the mine it is
proposing and no ability to demonstrate how it will ensure no damage is done to the land and water
and thus to the plant and animal life in the area or downstream of the area. I truly do understand
concerns there may be for jobs. I’m retired now, but I have been unemployed and unable to find
work. But I hope we have learned the price we pay for short-term financial gain that does not
consider all the costs over both the short and the long run that there are for, literally, digging into
and seriously changing our landscapes.
Again, I recognize I live in the more southern part of the state, and I realize how that may seem to
those thinking this is an opportunity for the north. But I know from the months if not years I have
spent in the north how important it is to keep our natural resources healthy. The north’s natural
systems are, to put it crudely, what bring most of us up there to spend our money. There’s a good
business reason to protect them.
In a nutshell: I’d never like to see Maine hurt by an unproven mining company. Thank you for
reading this and for your time and work on Mainers’ behalf.
Sincerely,
Susan Cottle
China, ME
Sent from Mail for Windows

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Wilson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:29:04 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. We have visited this area every year over many decades and value the spectacular
scenery and peaceful nature. It should remain unspoiled by mining operations.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Wilson
P.O. Box 52
Beehel, ME 04217

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Ryan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:21:52 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Ken & Jill Ryan
Sincerely,
Kenneth Ryan
PO Box 504
SOUTH FREEPORT, ME 04078

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Deal
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:21:50 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Claire Deal
595 Duck Cove Rd
Roque Bluffs, ME 04654

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Stanley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:01:40 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rebecca Stanley
39 Macomber rd
Monmouth, ME 04359

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia White
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:58:29 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marcia White
PO Box 234
Stratton, ME 04982

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Holland
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:57:56 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is not a compatible use because it would threaten many of the activities that
sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely:
1. They have not even prepared an accurate filing in a timely way, noting that its revised
petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission should “overlook.” This is an enormous
problem for an industry like mining where small errors can lead to big disasters.
2. Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its
ore processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater, yet they have not cited
a single example of a mine that can do this.
3. Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt.
The Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “wellplanned” development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Katherine Holland
40 Hedgerow Ln
Warren, ME 04864

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Mosher Mosher
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:54:45 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
MS Stacey Beyer
A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional
economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Unless there is a compelling national need for the minerals this land should not be rezone. The
financial gain of investors is not a compelling basis to approve this project.
Sincerely,
Dale C. Mosher
Environmental Scientist Ret.
Sincerely,
Dale Mosher Mosher
919 post rd
Bowdoinham, ME 04008
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Date:

Kristine McCallister
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:40:16 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Kristine McCallister
187 Dinsmore Rd
Sidney, ME 04330
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Madeleine Kirchberger
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 19, 2021 1:04:29 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Madeleine Kirchberger
11 East 87th St., Apt. 6F
New York, NY 10128
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Mary Jane Northrop
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mary Jane Northrop
27 Bartlett Cir
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Boucher
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, October 02, 2021 8:49:24 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helen Boucher
6 Peary Dr
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Mastandrea
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, October 02, 2021 8:16:17 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Linda Mastandrea
1835 Main Rd
Phippsburg, ME 04562
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Levy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, October 02, 2021 5:07:59 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael Levy
1835 Main Rd
Phippsburg, ME 04562
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Porter
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Saturday, October 02, 2021 12:00:17 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Kenneth Porter
5362 W Bar S St
Tucson, AZ 85713
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Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Koff
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 11:58:41 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marilyn Koff
4506 Turkey Ridge Ct
North Las Vegas, NV 89031
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Freeman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 11:12:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
May I suggest we clean up the messes from previous mining operations before we approve a
new one?
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Alison Freeman
Sincerely,
Alison Freeman
19 Eaton Run
Georgetown, ME 04548
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Hopkins
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 8:10:27 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Hopkins
General Delivery
Farmington Falls, ME 04940
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Pam Lane
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 6:52:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pam Lane
8 Union Street
Hallowell, ME 04347
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen-Jo Young
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 3:56:44 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karen-Jo Young
PO Box 87
Corea, ME 04624
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret McGinnis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 12:16:07 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Margaret McGinnis
7 Rockview Road
Hull, MA 02045
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalind Ivens
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 10:44:24 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rosalind Ivens
117 Bucksmills Rd
Bucksport, ME 04416
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Bill Hammond
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 9:19:32 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bill Hammond
7 Break Neck Ridge Rd
Trevett, ME 04571
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Warren Austerer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 9:00:48 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Warren Austerer
55 Holm Ave
Portland, ME 04102
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark York
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 8:47:18 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Mark York
250 Tandberg Trl Apt 206
Windham, ME 04062
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Date:

Maryann Smale
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Friday, October 01, 2021 2:02:07 AM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Maryann Smale
37 Dyer Bay Rd
Steuben, ME 04680
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Debbie McCarthy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:37:04 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Debbie McCarthy
188 Hare St
Phillips, ME 04966
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To:
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Date:

Karen Cote
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:06:43 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so close
to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage Fish
Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten many of
the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely.
Really? Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from
its ore processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden
still hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Karen Cote
Orland, ME
Sincerely,
Karen Cote
Leaches Pt.
Orlad, ME 04472
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HERB FITHIAN
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:37:12 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
HERB FITHIAN
PO BOX 277
SHERMAN, ME 04776
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Bernat
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:32:38 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Bernat
87 State Street, Unit #1
Portland, ME 04101
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Date:

Susan Paluska
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:56:48 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Paluska
32 Webber Ave
Bath, ME 04530
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To:
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Date:

Ms. Tupper Tupper
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:56:31 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ms. Tupper Tupper
167 W Elm St
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Hugh Harwell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:40:36 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Hugh Harwell
249 Unity Rd
Albion, ME 04910
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Pora
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:32:30 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Patricia Pora
39 Walton St #10
Portland, ME 04103
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Barry
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:28:20 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ronald Barry
PO Box 471
Lewiston, ME 04243
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To:
Subject:
Date:

M. Elaine Kurtz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:09:02 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
M. Elaine Kurtz
4 Ames Dr
Topsham, ME 04086
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Angelone
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:04:01 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Angelone
29 Goodwin Road
Norway, ME 04268
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Brouillet
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:02:57 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Ellen Brouillet
34 Little river rd
Berwick, ME 03901
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:53:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gordon Smith
21 Bodwell St
Brunswick, ME 04011
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To:
Subject:
Date:

cindy lang
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:48:56 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
cindy lang
51 Gleason street
thomaston, ME 04861
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Balgooyen
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:22:39 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Please, please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking. Now that I am retired and have time to enjoy these activities, I don't want my options
limited!
Wolfden has failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. I don't believe this and
can't believe that you do either!
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Helen Balgooyen
256 Oak Hill Rd
Norridgewock, ME 04957
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Judith O"Callaghan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:22:22 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith O'Callaghan
54 Dow Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Nancy Galland
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:45:02 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nancy Galland
63 Granite St.
Rockland, ME 04841
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Karl Swenson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:44:16 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karl Swenson
94 Melissa Dr
West Gardiner, ME 04345
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jerry Rivers
8 Gombert Pl
Roosevelt, NY 11575
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Betsi Jane Taylor
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Betsi Jane Taylor
467 Auburn St
Portland, ME 04103
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Davidson
35 Plumb Point Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I very, very strongly urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain
property. A mine so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National
Monument, and State Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. Let's not let $$$$
from developers destroy Maine's precious land and waters!!!! A mine in the Katahdin region
would threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding,
fishing, hunting, and hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. I do NOT believe
that!!!!!However, Wolfden still hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the
company can’t even provide an example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe
Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Susan Kepner
3 River Ln
York, ME 03909
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Sharon McHold
722 Granite St
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:32:06 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Deb Denbow
69 Florida Ave
Portland, ME 04103
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:31:49 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jim Rodrigue
85 Stoney Acres Rd
Pittston, ME 04345
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LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:15:14 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Barbara Damren
5 Hillcrest St
Hallowell, ME 05337
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Thomas Adamo
72 Schooner Pt
Penobscot, ME 04476
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Karen Adamo
72 Schooner Pt
Penobscot, ME 04476
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Sheila K. Bennett
Sincerely,
Sheila Bennett
5 Hackmatack Lane
HALLOWELL, ME 04347
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Pablo Bobe
1 main st
NYC, NY 10130
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Constance Tidd
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:18:35 PM
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Constance Tidd
47 Hersey street
Portland, ME 04103
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Judith O'Callaghan
54 Dow Rd
Deer Isle, ME 04627
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Wanda Davidson
31 Spring St
Brunswick, ME 04011
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Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Beedy Parker
68 Washington St
Camden, ME 04843
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Matt Cannon
239 Cousins St
Yarmouth, ME 04096
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Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Bethany Perkins
57 Waterhouse Rd
Gorham, ME 04038

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jayne Winters
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:49:46 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jayne Winters
PO Box 398
South China, ME 04358

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tony Sousa
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:28:20 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely, Tony Sousa, Gardiner, Maine
Sincerely,
Tony Sousa
80 MOUNT VERNON ST
GARDINER, ME 04345
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Byron Glaus
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:31:03 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Byron Glaus
Sincerely,
Byron Glaus
2043 N Belfast Ave
Augusta, ME 04330
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna St. Onge
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:03:04 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anna St. Onge
670 underpass rd
Jackson, ME 04921

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Ritz
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:50:53 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Catherine Ritz
133 Church Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liam Daniels
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:39:42 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Liam Daniels
1185 Chase Rd Trlr 20
Veazie, ME 04401

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Benton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 2:34:04 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Cheers,
Robert Benton
Sincerely,
Robert Benton
7 Stonehill Lane
Dedham, ME 04429

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremy Marsters
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 1:47:26 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jeremy Marsters
16 Wildes District Road
Kennebunkport, ME 04046

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adair DeLamater
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 12:55:14 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
The risks are too high to permit the developing another mine. Maine is already paying a high
price to lessen the ongoing harm caused by previous mines.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Adair DeLamater
44 E Milan St
Bath, ME 04530

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Mellecker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:48:07 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robin Mellecker
21 Church St. #4
Yarmouth, ME 04096

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Mellecker
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:48:01 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Robin Mellecker
21 Church St. #4
Yarmouth, ME 04096

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nick Bennett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Comments on Wolfden"s revised rezoning petition
Sunday, October 03, 2021 1:04:59 PM
image001.png
2021-10-03 Comments on Wolfden revised petition .pdf

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Stacie:
I have attached NRCM’s comments on Wolfden’s revised rezoning petition.
Please let me know if you have questions.
Sincerely,

Nick Bennett
Staff Scientist and Healthy Waters Director
3 Wade Street, Augusta, Maine 04330
Direct: (207) 430-0116

NRCM is committed to a more inclusive Maine.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicholas O"Brien
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, October 05, 2021 12:54:33 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Nicholas O'Brien
21 Hewey Street
Lisbon Falls, ME 04252

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Paine
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, October 04, 2021 1:36:50 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Considering that Wolfden has a less than honorable reputation and is heavily in debt, I am
asking that you reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine
so close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State
Heritage Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would
threaten many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing,
hunting, and hiking. Maine's spectacular North Woods needs protection!
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Linda Paine
Sincerely,
Linda Paine
2425 Alsop Ct
Reston, VA 20191

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Linn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, October 04, 2021 10:34:49 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
Dear LUPC,
Please reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. The potential
dangers of a mine so close to some of our most treasured natural areas far outweigh any
possible benefits, and should not be considered a compatible use for the area. As the area
relies so heavily on guiding, fishing, hunting, and other outdoor sports for its economy, any
addition of potentially risky contamination through mining would be catastrophic.
And that risk seems very high indeed. Wolfden’s proposals for being able to clean the mine’s
discharge water are far-fetched and rely on Maine being a test case for something that doesn’t
yet exist. The company hasn’t provided an example of any other mine that can safely clean its
discharge water as they say they would be able to do. That doesn’t pass any kind of smell test.
The fact that Wolfden has no successful mining developments in their past makes this stink
even more.
What’s more, Wolfden’s behavior around this issue seems to indicate they are taking our
state’s regulatory concerns for granted. Their filings to LUPC have been sloppy and late
(submitting a revised petition with known inconsistencies and saying the Commission should
just “overlook” them), which is downright disrespectful of the people who would be harmed if
the proposal were accepted.
Again, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition. Please keep their mining
ambitions out of Maine’s north woods.
Sincerely,
Ryan Linn
Sincerely,
Ryan Linn
167 Newbury St Apt 204
Portland, ME 04101
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Jaime Stowell
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Monday, October 04, 2021 7:58:34 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Jaime Stowell
11 Baker St
Yarmouth, ME 04096

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Kimber
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Sunday, October 03, 2021 10:46:56 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Gregory Kimber
147 Intervale Rd
Temple, ME 04984

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Dunbar
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden’s disastrous mine proposal at Pickett Mountain
Thursday, October 07, 2021 5:19:58 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
I urge you to reject Wolfden’s rezoning proposal for its Pickett Mountain property. A mine so
close to Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and State Heritage
Fish Waters is clearly not a compatible use. A mine in the Katahdin region would threaten
many of the activities that sustain the regional economy, such as guiding, fishing, hunting, and
hiking.
Wolfden has also failed to demonstrate the financial and technical capability to develop a mine
safely. In fact, Wolfden has not even demonstrated that it can prepare an accurate filing in a
timely way, noting that its revised petition contains inconsistencies that the Commission
should “overlook.” This is a big problem for an industry like mining where small errors can
lead to big disasters.
Wolfden continues to claim falsely that it would be able to discharge wastewater from its ore
processing operation that would be as clean as natural groundwater. However, Wolfden still
hasn’t provided an example of a mine that can do this. If the company can’t even provide an
example of such a mine, the Commission should not believe Wolfden’s claims.
Wolfden has never successfully developed a mine, and the company is massively in debt. The
Commission should not consider a proposal from this sort of company to be “well-planned”
development.
For these reasons, I urge the Commission to deny Wolfden’s rezoning petition.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Anne Dunbar
148 Narragansett St
Gorham, ME 04038
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Dear DEP Commissioner Loyzim and LUPC Planning Director Beyer
Throughout this long process of review of Wolfden's application for zoning approval to
proceed with advanced exploration the larger statutory mandates of the LUPC have kept an
important focus on zoning fundamentals which have made up for weaknesses in our overall
mining statute and regulations.
Maine, I think sets a unique and important example of having a landuse plan under competent
administration for the mostly rural northern territories. Within that plan, long before our
mining rules and statute were enacted, certain areas were designated, appropriately, as
incompatible with mining because of the nature and character of surrounding highly valued
natural resources.
As configured, our present framework for LUPC's zoning approval process relies on the
subdistrict rezoning precedent which are not applicable or adequate to the unique land use
compatibility challenges of mining. I hope the LUPC will consider mining specific regulatory
updates which clarify the standards that must be satisfied to justify a zoning change.
Given Maine's "Dry Stack Only", Underground Mining Only" statutory mandates, an essential
common standard for both DEP and LUPC approval should be an expert independent
assessment of the technical and economic viability of both. metallic mining has established
"hurdle grades" on economic viability of underground mining for specific minerals. Over 50%
of new operations seeking capital do not meet hurdle grades. Dry stack only pushes that
hurdle grade even higher. Obviously no application for advanced explorations or mining
should be accepted by DEP without such prior expert assurance of technical and economic
feasibility of dry stack. Lab assessment is not complete or accurate but is perhaps good
enough for a first cut demonstration of feasibility for purposes of advanced explorations..
Dry stack cannot be used for most tailings being generated at most operating mines.. It is a
technology with a very narrow range of applications. In Maines VMS deposits and our
northern territories universal use of dry stack cannot be assumed.
It is vital to any possibility of landuse compatibility with sensitive highly protected areas to
delete the allowed on site groundwater provisions and revert to the groundwater standard
applicable to all uses everywhere in Maine. The groundwater exemption for mining was an

unwise, unjustifiable concession.
After Pickett we all have the challenge of "Big Silver"ahead. This long difficult process under
existing deeply flawed, poorly informed law and regulation shows what needs to be fixed in
our legal framework. I hope you will ask the Governor to declare a moratorium on all metallic
mining explorations and mining until the giant flaws in our legal framework are reviewed ad
fixed by mining professionals of the caliber of Klohn Crippen.
Responsible mining is attainable. A "green" metallic mineral supply is attainable. We in Maine
are just not on the right path to attain that.
Thanks for all you have both in done in mining and in all other matters under your mandate
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
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Greetings!
I'm writing you as a resident of Mount Chase.
This new mine being proposed is a bad idea for so many reasons.
Not only is Wolfden an unaccomplished mining company with 0 safety records or proven
knowledge behind them, they are also proposing to put chemicals from their mining they
know to be harmful into our acquifers for disposal.
Not only that, people come to our area to enjoy untouched wilderness. From Baxter to Woods
and Waters to the simple peace of fishing in one of our ponds or streams. This is what we're
known for and what boosts our economy here.
Please don't let this mine come to Maine.
Thank you for your time.
Kara Potter
114 Gardener pt. Rd.
Mt Chase, Maine

October 07, 2019

David S Marshall
153 Congress Street
Millinocket, Maine 04462
(703) 593-0214
To: wolfdenrezoning.lupc@maine.gov
Re: Wolfden Mining Project / Patten, Maine

Please consider approval by the LUPC of the Wolfden Mining Project to rezone their land just
north of Patten.
Rezoning would facilitate the addition of up to one hundred new jobs in the northern Penobscot
and southern Aroostook county area.
As a former Maine State Legislator and a former Deputy Assistant Administrator of the Small
Business Administration, I have long been an advocate for projects
which allow for and encourage business opportunities for Maine businesses and our citizens.
Approval would create new good-paying jobs for our region and a welcomed asset to our
economy.
With best regards in your endeavors.

Sincerely

David S. Marshall
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